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ABSTRACT

An analytical model for bacterial accumulation in a discrete fractllre has been developed.

The transport and accumlllation processes incorporate into the model include advection,

dispersion, rate-limited adsorption, rate-limited desorption, irreversible adsorption, attachment,

detachment, growth and first order decay botl1 in sorbed and aqueous phases. An analytical

solution in Laplace space is derived and nlln1erically inverted. The model is implemented in the

code BIOFRAC vvhich is written in Fortran 99.

The model is derived for two phases, Phase I, where adsorption-desorption are dominant,

and Phase II, where attachment-detachment are dominant. Phase I ends yvhen enollgh bacteria to

fully cover the substratllm have accllillulated. The model for Phase I vvas verified by comparing

to the Ogata-Banks solution and the model for Phase II was verified by comparing to a non

Homogenous version of the Ogata-Banks solution. After verification, a sensitiv"ity analysis on the

inpllt parameters was performed. The sensitivity analysis was condllcted by varying one inpllt

parameter vvhile all others were fixed and observing the impact on the shape of the clirve

describing bacterial concentration verSllS time.

Increasing fracture apertllre allovvs more transport and thus more accllffilliation, "Vvhich

diminishes the dllration of Phase I. The larger the bacteria size, the faster the sllbstratum will be

covered. Increasing adsorption rate, was observed to increase the dllration of Phase I.

Contrary to the aSSllmption ofllniform biofilm thickness, the accllffilliation starts frOll1 the

inlet, and the bacterial concentration in aqlleous phase moving towards the olitiet declines,

sloyving the accumulation at the outlet. Increasing the desorption rate, redllces the dliration of

Phase I, speeding IIp the accllmlilation. It was also observed that Phase II is of longer duration

than Phase I. Increasing the attachment rate lengthens the accliffililation period. High rates of

detachment speeds up the transport. The grovvth and decay rates have no significant effect on

transport, althollgh increases the concentrations in both aqueous and sorbed phases are observed.

Irreversible adsorption can stop accllillulation completely if the vallIes are high.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Bacteria are present in most natural subsurface settings. The population of bacteria in

groundwater is small and their presence is innocuous in most cases. However, where conditions

encourage growth, the population can enlarge to a point where the presence of the bacteria will

clog pores and prevent flow. The accumulation of bacteria on the pore surface is commonly

referred to as a biofilm (Baveye et aI, 1998,Cunningham et aI., 1991, Corapcioglll et aI., 1997)

By definition, a biofilm is the structure that is composed of an immobilized, organic

polymer matrix of cells attached to a solid surface (Characklis et aI., 1990). Cunningham et al.

(1991) define a biofilm as the entire deposit of cells and polymers, together with captured

organic and inorganic particles. Taylor et aI. (199Gb) explain a biofilm as an accun1ulation of

bacteria with lovv permeability, high specific surface, narrow and tortllOllS pores and containing

hydrated ionic polymers. In nature, biofilms can grovv to a thickness sufficient to completely fill

pore spaces. Dennis et aI. (1998) states that biofilms in porous media form when aqllatic bacteria

attach firmly to the soil particle surfaces. This processes occurs also in fractllred media in the

form where bacteria attach to fracture wall. According to Dennis et al. (1998), formation of

biofilm in porOllS medium causes a reduction in permeability by decreasing the pore volume

available for flliid transport. Similarly in fractured media, fluid transport is decreased by

redllction of the fracture aperture (Ross et aI., 2000).

The bacteria in the biofilm produce a layer of extracelllliar polymer Sllbstances (EPS) in

which bacteria live. EPS helps bacteria to adhere to a surface, providing a protective

environment. Bacteria can attach to any surface provided that the environ.ment is aquatic. vVhen

the bacterial cell is attached, it can grow, reproduce, and decay. EPS extend from the bacterial
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cellon the solid sllrface, forming a tangled matrix of fibers. This tangled matrix provides

stnicture to the biofilm (Characklis et aI., 1990). The bacterial cells grow near and at the

interface between the water and solid phases and at the layer that biomass and EPS increase

(Taylor et al. 1990c, Peyton, 1996).

Dennis et al. (1998) identified different types of bacteria that produce different tYlJes of

biofilms and have different end products. The properties of the biofilm are highly dependent on

the organism and the environment. For example, when a particular bacterium is fed \vith a

nutrient, which has a high carbon-to-nitrogen ratio, the end prodllct is EPS rich with gilicuranic

acid residlles. The residue makes the bacteria more resistant to chemical, biological and physical

attacks.

Biofilm production rates are dependent on the type of bacteria and aqllatic conditions.

Aerobic bacteria have a tendency to prodlice large quantities of EPS rapidly; hovvever, anaerobic

bacteria prodllce a more uniformly distribllted biofilm at a slower rate. Some aerobic bacteria do

not prodllce (EPS) at all when they are linder anaerobic conditions; whereas they produce high

quantities if dissolved oxygen is present.

A biofilm is composed of layers that can be as thick as 300 to 400 mm (Characklis et aI.,

1990). When biofilms are of such thickness, both aerobic and anaerobic bacteria may be present.

Anaerobic conditions develop becallse of oxygen diffusion limitations within the biofilm. 'Thus, a

biofilm may not be uniform in composition in time or space, as it is a surface accumulation.

Bishop et al. (1995) reports biofilm thickness that range as wide as 521lffi to 1710~lm.

Cunningham et al. (1991) observed biofilm thicknesses of 911m, 14l-tffi, 40~tm and 63~lm.

Biofilms are llsually adsorptive and porous and are greater than 95% water with less than 20~/o

volatile mass (Characklis et aI., 1990).
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Figure 1.1 Biofilm System

Characklis et al. (1990) describes a biofilm system as a combination of the substratum on

which the biofilm is immobilized, the biofilm, and the overlaying gas and/or liquid layer.

Characklis et al. (1990) explains this system in five sections:

• The substratllm: A solid-phase material, to which the biofilm attaches itself as can be

seen in Figure 1.1. The substratum acts as a base lIpan which the biofilm builds. This

compartment is important in the processes that occur during the early stages of

accumulation. The composition of the substratllm, which is ustlally an impenneable, nOll-

porous material, may have an influence on the rate of cell accumulation and the initial

distribution of cell population.

• The base film: Consists of a structured accumulation. The base film has well defined

tIpper and lower boundaries compared to other sections. Molecular transport of bacteria is

domi11ant in the base film.
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• The surface film: Provides a transition between the bulk liquid and the base film. Change

in the gradients of certain biofilm properties, in the direction away from the substratum

OCCllr in the sllrface film. For example, biofilm density decreases vvith distance from the

substratum within the sllrface film. Surface film may exist or may not be present in a

biofilm system, and sometimes may extend from bulk liquid compartment to the

substratum. Advective transport of bacteria dominates the accumulation of surface film.

• The bulk liquid: A continuous liquid phase, which fills the biofilm and contains different

dissolved and suspended particles.

• The gas phase: May be absent in most biofilm systems. This phase provides aeration and

sometimes aids in the removal of gaseous products present in the biofillTI that occur dlle

to microbial reactions (Characklis et aI., 1990). In most groundwater environments, the

gas phase is absent. Behrendt et aI. (1999) modeled the biofilm including the gas phase,

\vhich incillded gases like carbon dioxide and oxygen. In their study modeling of a fixed

bed reactor, bulk liqllid phase, gas phase, biofilm, gas reaction rates and alkalinity were

described by separate equations.

Several types of processes occur in the biofilm, ""Thich lead to accumulation. These are

adsorption, desorption, attachment, detachment, growth and decay. The transfer of a suspended

particle from one biofilm phase to another (e.g. liquid to solid phase) is considered a

transformation process (Characklis et aI., 1990).

The initial process involved in biofilm accumlliation is sorption. Sorption occurs \vhere a

molecule or cell moves from one phase to be accumulated in another, especially when the second

phase is solid. This process includes both adsorption and absorption.
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According to Characklis et aI. (1990) adsorption of bacteria to the substratum is an

interfacial transfer process, since the components leave the bulk liquid phase and become a part

of the substratum. In the case of adsorption, molecules of a certain phase penetrate another phase

and a solution with the second phase is formed. Absorption describes the interaction of water

based components with the biofilm. Adsorption is a two-dimensional process unlike absorption

which is a three dimensional process. (Leitao et aI., 1996, Wik, 1999, Carlson et aI., 1998,

Characklis, 1998, Characklis et aI, 1990)

There are two types of adsorption. The first is physical adsorption, \vhich is a reversible

or equilibrillm process. Reversible adsorption involves electro-chemical forces like van der

Waals force, (hydrogen bonds between the molecules) and is characterized by low heat of

adsorption per chemical bond (Characklis et aI., 1990 Leitao et aI., 1996, Wik, 1999, Carlson et

aI., 1998, Characklis, 1998).

The second type of adsorption is an irreversible process and is characterized by a high

heat of adsorption per chemical bond. Reversible adsorption refers to an initially weak

interaction of the cell with the substratum such that the cell can sometimes even exhibit

Brownian motion (Characklis et aI., 1990). In the case of irreversible adsorption, bacteria

become permanently bonded to the substratum.

The inverse of adsorption is called desorption. Desorption is the movement of bacteria

from the substratum back into the bulk liquid. Desorption is an interfacial transfer process

consisting of the transfer of cells and other adsorbed components from the sllbstratum

compartment to the bulk liquid. The probability of desorption occurrence reduces with the

increasing dllration of the cell remaining reversibly adsorbed. Thus desorption and adsorption

rates are closely related (Characklis et aI., 1990).
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In this stlldy, sorption processes are assumed to be rate-limited. Many studies involving

rate-limited mass transfer coefficients, which is held responsible for nonequilibrium by most

researchers, can be found in the literatllre.

One of the earliest studies is by Lapidus and Amundson (1952) and has been referred to

by many researchers. Lapidus and Amllndson investigated the effect of longitudinal diffusion in

chromatographic and ion exchange columns. They used the assumption of local equilibrillffi

where sorption is much more rapid than advective-dispersive transport. According to Lapidus

and Amllndson, the equilibrillm assumption is not realistic at flow rates commonly enCOllntered

in nature.

In a 1989 study by Brusseau et aI., processes responsible for nonequilibrium are grollped

into two cases. The first case is the transport related nonequilibrum, (also known as physical

noneqllilibrillm), which occurs in the regions in the porous media where the advective £l0vv is

minimal. i\.uthors indicate that diffllsive mass transfer of soillte behveen the nonadvective flovv

and advective flow regions resllits in the fonner behaving as distribllted SOllrce and sink

components. Early initial breakthrough resulting from rapid transport in the advective domain

and tailing are typical in SllCh cases. The mass transfer between Inobile and immobile regions is

by diffusion. The second case is sorption related noneqllilibrium, which results from chemical

nonequilibrillm and intrasorbent diffusion where the main source is rate-limited sorption.

Transport related and sorption related non-equilibrium are different since transport related non

equilibrillill is more similar to a solid diffusion, whereas sorption related nonequilibrillill is a

pore diffllsion process (Lindqvist et al. 1995).

lvIaraqa (200 1), stlldied mass transfer rates for soilite transport in porolls media. He

defines physical non-equilibrium as rate-limited mass transfer between sorbed and aqueolls
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phases. His stlldy demonstrated that mass-transfer coefficients are dependent on several system

parameters such as velocity, length, and retardation coefficients.

According to Fry et al.(1993), who modeled the advection-dispersion eqllation with rate

limited desorption and first order decay only in the aqueous phase, in some contaminated

aquifers, contaminant desorption from sorbed phase to aqueous phase limits the remediation rate.

Thus, Fry et aI. (1993) finds rate-limited sorption models useful for modeling purposes.

111 the literatllre, non equilibrium has been approached in various ways: either all the

sorption sites are time dependent or part of the sorbed phase is in equilibrium with the sorbed

phase and the other part is time dependent. Brusseau et al., (1991) indicated the importance 0 f

nonequilibrillm processes and conducted his research using a two-compartment model where an

initial, rapid phase of adsorption/desorption is followed by extended, much slo\ver period.

Brusseau (1995) modeled nonlinear, rate-limited sorption, which is essentially instantaneOlls for

a fraction of sorbent and rate-limited for the rest. Brusseau (1995) indicates that \vhen

transformations occur in the solution mainly, rate-limited sorption processes can reduce the rate

at which mass is transformed. He also added that the effects of rate-limited sorption are similar

to nonlinear-instantaneous sorption where the only difference is that rate-limited sorption arrives

earlier vvhen relative concentration is plotted versus pore volumes. A third approach is given by

expressing the non-equilibrillm process as a diffllsive transfer betvveen the sorbed and aqueolls

phases. This can also be expressed using a spherical diffllsion model where the concentration in

the sorbed phase changes with the distance betvveen the aqueous and sorbing phases. (Fry et aI.,

1993, Mllrali et aI., 1983, Miller et aI., 1984, vanGenuchten et aI, 1981, Selim et aI., 1988,

vanGenuchten et aI., 1976, Goltz et aI., 1986, Lindstrom, 1976).
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Bnlsseall et al. (1996) stlldied the effects of rate-limited mass transfer processes coupled

with other mechanisms. Similarly, Karapanagioti et al. (2001) studied coupling of nonlinear and

noneqllilibrium sorption. Brusseau et al. (1996) tested the capability of a multiprocess

nonequilibrillm model to simulate transport by using data obtained from miscible displacement

experin1ents. Brusseau et aI. (1997a) have condllcted several studies on a natural-gradient

experiment conducted at the Borden aquifer with reactive solutes to investigate effects of

sorption on transport. Bnlsseau et al. (1997b, 1989) conducted several research on non-ideal

transport and sorption and discussed previolls studies (Goltz et aI., 1986), which have focllsed on

rate-limited sorption as the cause of non-ideality. The term non-ideality, used both for transport

and sorption, refers to dual porosity (advective-nonadvective together) media and two domain

(instantaneolls and rate-limited together) sorption, where sorption may be instantaneous or rate

limited in either of the two porosity domains (Bnlsseall et a. 1996). He concluded that rate

limited sorption had a relatively minor influence on transport. According to Brusseau et al.

(1997a), the rate-limited sorption is responsible for the spreading behavior when coupled vvith

non-linearity. Bnlsseau et al. (1997b) tried to identify factors callsing nonideality by using flovv

interruption. They investigated specific process pairs, mainly the rate-limited processes such as

rate-limited sorption, diffusional mass transfer, and transformation reactions. They fOllnd that

rate-limited sorption can cause breakthrough Cllrves to exhibit tailing. In his studies Brusseall

indicated that in transport and sorption multiple factors and processes are involved and it is

critical to consider possible interactions among them. Brusseau's transport and sorption stlldies

were restricted strictly to porous media.

Goltz et aI., 1991, investigated several rate-limited sorption approaches, such as a first

order rate model, a layered diffusion model, a cylindrical diffusion model and a spherical
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diffusion model while searching for the reason of decline in the contaminant load discharged by

extraction wells with time during aquifer cleanup via extraction wells. This behavior was related

to rate-limited desorption of an organic contaminant from aquifer solids. It was concluded that a

first-order rate model could be used to approxilnate both extraction well breakthrollgh

concentrations and mass remaining in the aquifer simulated by the more complex diffllsion

models and showed that rate-lin1ited sorption can have a significant impact upon aqllifer

remediation.

Similar with Fry et ai. (1983), preVIOUS studies such as Lindstrom(1976) solved the

advection-dispersion equation using rate-limited desorption and first order decay, however used

different initial and boundary conditions. Hllang et al. (2001) did similar research to Fry et aI.

(1983), bllt with dual porosity. Logan, 1996 studied rate-limited adsorption with periodic

boundary conditions. Fortin et aI., 1997 published their research on column flow experiments

under satllrated conditions to investigate the sorption behavior of simazine and the Olltflo\v

results showed that there was a nonequilibrillm, vvhich they found, was due to the rate-limited

sorption. Lindqvist et aI., 1995 examined the contribution of cell characteristics to variation of

sorption rate and transport of bacteria by using rate-limited sorption. They analyzed bacteria in

saturated soil collunns and found out that motile cells absorbed faster than non-motile cells,

especially at a lower density around 6 x 106 cells mr1
. Also, Lindqvist et al. observed that

sorption rate increased and the peak eff1uent concentration decreased as high interstitial water

velocities compressed the hydrodynamic boundary layer. Their conclusion was that sorption was

limited by diffusive mass transfer.

Laboratory investigations suggest that transport of bacteria is a non-eqllilibrillffi process,

controlled by non-eqllilibrium sorption. (Lindqvist et aI., 1991, Hornberger et aI., 1992,
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Lindqvist et al. 1992b) Bacteria are transported to the substratum by diffusion over the

hydrodynan1ic boundary later, in case of laminar flow, extending several microns beyond the

substratum sllrface (Characklis et aI., 1990). As indicated by Busscher et al (1987), closer to the

surface, less than 50nm, the physical and chemical properties of the substratum and bacteria

become rate-limiting. Thus in this study, rate-limited adsorption and desorption are used. An

advantage of using rate-limited coefficients is that the effects of changing rates of adsorption

desorption can easily be compared to changing rates of attachment-detachment.

Attachment is the process where cells are captllred by the biofilm, and refers to the

advective and diffusive interaction of the bllik liquid \vith the biofilm. Attachment OCCllrs after a

biofilm is fonned when the substratum is covered and there is no interaction between the blllk

fluid and the substratum. The difference between adsorption and attachment is that adsorption

occurs at the liquid-substratum interface, while attachment o:ccurs at biofilm-liqllid interface.

(Characklis et aI., 1990). Kornegay et ai. (1968) explains the attachment kinetics as occllning in

three phases. The first phase lasts until the active film thickness is reached and growth is

logarithmic. When the active thickness is reached, substrate lltilization reaches steady state. After

that, the accumulation has no effect on active thickness. During the second phase, filn1 growth is

linear. ACcllffiulation during the second phase continues until a plateall thickness is sllstained.

Then the third phase begins, when accumulation is equal to zero. The ne\vly formed cells are

carried away during this phase.

Detachment is the reverse of attachment and is defined as the transport of cells from a

biofilm into the bulk liquid. As with attachment, detachment also occurs after the biofilm is

formed, at the biofilm-liqllid interface. Detachment is different from desorption, since desorption

is loss of cOlnponents from the substratllm. Detachment can also be categorized as erosion,
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which is the continuous loss of small portions of biofilm dlle to fluid dynamic conditions;

sloughing, which is the rapid, massive loss of biofilm becallse of an artificial stimlllus, and

abrasion, which is the loss of biofilm due to repeated collisions. The erosion rate is usually a

flInction of the particulate material concentration in the biofilm (Characklis et aI., 1990,

Nlorgenroth et aI., 2000). Clement et aI. (1997) state that no simple analytical expression has

been found to accllrately model the underlying phenomena that cause detachment and add that it

is difficult to compute detachment rates.

A diagram showing adsorption, desorption, attachment and detachment is given in Figllre

1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Accumulation processes

The detachment rate has a significant effect on biofilm accumulation. At steady state and

with a negligible attachment rate, the net rate of biofilm detachment is eqllal to the net rate of

biofilm growth and can be modeled as a first order function of biofilm thickness (Peyton et aI.,

1992). Once the biofilm is formed, attachment and detachment mechanisms become more

important with respect to adsorption and desorption and have more effect on the biofiln1

accUffilllation. Attachment and detachment mechanisms are the main mechanisms that provide

transport betvveen the biofilm and the bulk flllid (Wanner et aI., 1996).
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In porous tnedia, attachment and detachment mechanisms are influenced by

hydrophobicity of the bacteria. In the continuous-flovv column experiments with short-pulse

inputs in porOllS media, McCaulou et al. (1994) observed that hydrophilic bacteria have slovver

attachment and detachment rates as opposed to hydrophobic bacteria, suggesting that hydrophilic

bacteria cOltld be transported further before being rellloved by attachment to soil. Once attached,

however, the bacteria would be resuspended at a slower rate (McCalllou et aI., 1994).

Growth and death of bacteria also contribute significantly to biofilm accumulation. Death

of the bacteria causes losses from the biofilm. As indicated by Characklis et al. (1990), prior to

death and sllbsequent lysis (destruction), starved cells may shrink in size but still remain viable.

These cells begin to grow and reprodllce again when a nlltrient becomes available. Dennis et al

(1998) determined that some bacteria can survive for prolonged periods with minimal nutlient

supply.

Growth depends on the availability of the nutrient. Bacteria can starve and remain in a

stable poplliation even when nutrient is lacking. Richter et al. (1999) observed that sllrface

roughness is very important in growth. They found that bacteria do not start to grovv along

scratches and edges on the surface bllt prefer flatter areas to settle. The growth pattern also

depends on the type of bacteria.

Decay of bacteria may result from substrate depletion, toxic metabolite prodllction,

introduction of toxic material such as biocides in the cell environment. Cell decay is a first order

process vvith respect to cell concentration.

Hermanowicz (1999) found that only a single soluble nutrient concentration is required to

control cell division according to iVlonod kinetics. Thus the growth of the bacteria is dependent

on nutrient concentration. Hermal10wicz (1999) also adds that in a biofilm, growing cells must
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displace other components to increase biofilm thickness. This displacement concept was

implicitly formulated by Wanner et aI., (1996) who used one dimensional conservation laws of

mass, volume, momentum and energy to describe the process. (Sommer et aI., 1995, Morshed et

aI., 1995, Rashid et aI., 1999, Corapcioglu et aI., 1997)

Wilderer et aI. (2000) studied the competition of biomass in a biofilm. They concluded

that an assumption of constant biofilm thickness could cause errors when predicting the

performance of systems with large fluctuations of the biofilm thickness over time. The thickness

of the biofilm effects both the process rates and the biofilm density. According to Beyenal et al.

(2000), biofilm density is also dependent on fluid velocity and when velocity increases, biofilm

density increases. In the literature, many stlldies have been conducted assuming constant biofilm

density, independent of biofilm thickness (Grady et aI., 1983, Park et aI., 1984, Converti et aI.,

1994). Hovvever it was determined that biofilm density is dependent on biofilm thickness. It was

also observed that biofilm density redllces as the biofilm thickness increased (Tanyolac et aI.,

1998).

Bishop et al. (1995) determined that biofilm thickness affects both biofilm structllre and

its performance. The average biofilm density is strongly affected by the biofilm thickness,

resulting in a non-uniform relationship between the average density and the biofilm thickness.

Through variolls chemical and microbiological tests, Bishop et al. (1995) determined that biofilm

structure is highly stratified which can be characterized by biofilm density, a decrease of

metabolically active biomass and a decrease in porosity with biofilm depth. They explained the

reason for this stratification as competition for space and nlltrient in the biofilm.

Peyton (1996) found that steady-state biofilm thickness is dependent on the substrate

loading rate. Increase in substrate loading rate significantly increases steady state biofilm
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thickness. Thicker biofilms will undergo a higher shear as found by vanLoosdrecht et al. (1995).

J.A. higher loading rate will result in higher linear biofilm growth rate.

The processes described above are the mechanisms that are involved in accllmulation of

bacteria. The transport of bacteria occurs by advective flow and hydrodynamic dispersion. The

advection-dispersion equation, that is used to describe the transport of bacteria is based on the

premise that the center of mass of the bacteria is moving at the same rate as the average linear

ground-water velocity. Hydrodynamic dispersion causes the bacteria to spread out both forward

and backyvard in a pattern that follows a nonnal distribution. The bacterial front moves at a rate

that is greater than the average linear ground water velocity. Dispersion is caused by the

heterogeneities in the aquifer. Because of dispersion, the concentration of the bacteria will

decrease vvith distance from the source. The bacteria vvill spread in the direction of flow (Freeze

et aI, 1979, Fetter, 1980). A bacterial cell is a passive unit compared to the advective forces of

the water carrying the cell at an average linear velocity (Lindqvist et aI, 1991). Entire population

of cells move from high-density areas to lovv density areas and also spread Ollt dlle to mechanical

mixing. The resulting hydrodynamic dispersion causes some bacteria to move faster than others

relative to the average water velocity. During field-scale tracer tests at the Chalk River Nuclear

Laboratories, Champ et aI. (1998) observed that bacteria can be very rapidly transported in

fracture systems.

Many studies are focused on bacterial addition for the development of a biobarrier via the

biostimulation of a microbial population and exopolysaccharides production (Ross et aI., 1998).

Biostimulation of indigenous bacteria is a concept that has yet to be investigated thoroughly.

Biobarriers are used to control the groundvvater movement for containment of contamination or

biotreatment. When accumulated in a fracture, biotllm can reduce flow significantly.
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The presence of biofilms in a medillffi and the consequential reduction in permeability
~

and porosity has been the focus of many stlldies in the past (e.g. Dennis et aI., 1998, Baveye et

aI., 1998). Dennis et al. (1998) performed a laboratory study to evaluate the feasibility of

creating low-permeability waste containment barriers using soil treated with bacteria to produce

a plugging biofilm and at the end they concluded that such plugging may be feasible. The

reduction in permeability and or porosity, which can be referred to as plugging, clogging or

fouling, sllggests a wide range of applications in the control of groundwater contaminant

transport (Sllchomel et aI., 1998). A biofilm accumulation can be a beneficial or an unwanted

factor since it can plug pore spaces via the presence of bacterial cells and by the products of

bacterial metabolism. The resulting redllction in hydralllic conductivity can have serious

llnwanted effects on the yield of wells and the efficiency of recharge facilities (Warner et aI.,

1994). Biofilm plllgging has also been implicated in the closure of nutrient injection wells for in-

sitll bioremediation (Bishop, 1996).

In porous media, redllction of hydraulic condllctivity up to three orders of magnitude-has

been reported by Dennis et al (1998). Shavv et al (1985) concluded that even when bacteria were

killed after formation of a biofilm barrier, the biofilm matrix persisted and maintained a reduced

hydraulic conductivity.

The redllction of permeability is attributed to the accumulation of biofilm, and also lovv

solubility gases produced by bacteria, precipitation of metals by the activity of sulfate reducing

bacteria, deposition of hydroxides prodllced by bacteria, filtration of suspended particles in

grollndwater and soil swelling (Vandevivere et aI., 1992).

Vandevivere et aI. (1992), performed percolation experiments using sand colun1lls and

aerobic bacteria and found that bacteria can qllickly redllce the saturated hydraulic conductivity
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by up to fOUf orders of Inagnitude. They associated these rapid reductions with the formation of a

bacterial mat at the inlet boundary of the sand columns. They concluded that coverage of solid

surfaces by bacterial cells is heterogeneous.

Cunningham et al (1991) investigated biofilm accumulation in porous media uSIng

biofilm reactors and measured average thickness along a 50mm flow path, porosity and

permeability reduction and friction factor increase. They used pseudomonas aeruginosa and

operated their reactors under constant piezometric head. They observed a decrease in flow rate as

biofilm accllmulated. The biofilm thickness increased following a sigmoidal curve, reacl1ing

values around 6011ffi. The porosity of the porous media decreased between 50 to 960/0 as biofiln1

accumulation increased and permeability decreased around by 92 to 98%. Nlinimllill

permeability persisted after the biofilm thickness reached a maximllffi value.

Ross et al. (2001) developed a device that can measure the changes In hydralilic

conductivity of a single fracture after the groundwater in the fracture is microbially stimulated.

Their reslilts sho\ved that the limestone fractllre became significantly clogged, where hydralilic

condllctivity reached 0.80/0 of its initial vallIe of 340cmlmin after 22 days. Ketcheson et al.

(1997) determined that bioclogging of a fracture network could limit the delivery of nutrients and

that would effect all of the nutrient dependent biofilm processes. The presence of biomass in a

fracture network effects the groundwater flow by diverting and altering pathways

Thickness is also an important biofilm characteristic because it inflliences many of the

accumulation processes and plays a major role in permeability reduction in porous fractured and

fractured media. Detachment and attachment rates change due to increases and decreases in

thickness as indicated above. Thickness also inflliences the diffusion process; changes flliid

friction and influences heat transfer. i\.S reported by Characklis et al (1990), biofilm thickness
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can range between 10 to 1OOO~m whereas the cell size may only vary from 1 to 1O~Lm. DlIring...

the initial stages of accumulation, biofilm thickness does not vary significantly. Bacteria are

usually spherical (cocci), rod like (bacilli) or helical, and the cells width, or diameter, varies

from 0.2 to 2 micrometers. Echericia coli is reported to have a length of 1 to 7 J.lm and a width of

800nm. Bac.pabuli has a similar shape to e.coli and has a length IIp to 12~lm, width up to l~m.

B. subtilis sporum have a length of about 2-3~m and a width of about 0.7 to l~m. (Richter et aI.,

1999). In this study, for coding pllrposes, the dimensions of bacteria are taken as 1 micrometers

width, 1 micrometers length and 1 micrometers thickness as an average.

To assist in lInderstanding the process of biofilm development and to provide a tool for

predicting the behavior of biofilms, analytical and nlImerical models of the bacterial transport

processes have been developed. Noguera et al. (1999) explain biofilm models as simulation tools

for use in engineering applications and as research tools for the study of biofilm processes.

Studies by Taylor et al (199Gb) sllggest that models accounting for changes in permeability and

porosity can be used to make estimates of these parameters where their main aim is to relate

permeability to biofilm thickness.

Early modeling stlIdies neglected the effect of biomass growth by assllming a specified

microbial distriblltion and biofilm thickness. (Rallch et aI., 1999). After the mid 1980s, more

accurate descriptions of the biofilm system were introdllced (Kissel et aI., 1984, Wanner et aI.,

1986), both in time and space, thus making it possible to predict microbial species development

over the depth ofbiofilm as a function of substrate flux.

Bishop et al. (1995) suggest that in order to be correct, biofilm models must account for

both microbial kinetics in the biofilm and the transport kinetics of nutrients. Recently most
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biofillTI models take Monod growth kinetics into aCCOllnt (e.g. Hermanowicz, 1999, Ric11ter et al.

1999, Dennis et al. 1998, Corapcioglll et al. 1997, Kreikenbohm et al. 1985)

Corapcioglll et al. (1997) studied bacterial transport in porous media by using a numerical

model, which accounted for the transport of resident bacteria and nutrient support. Several

coilimn experiments conducted with indigenous bacteria by Taylor et al. (1990a) vvere

numerically simlilated to investigate the role of the contaminant adsorption on biofilm and

mobile bacteria. Taylor et al. (1990a) used methanol as substrate. Corapcioglu et al. (1997)'s

hypothesis is that because of their colloidal size and favorable surface conditions, bacteria can be

efficient contaminant carriers. Results showed that biofilms grow rapidly around the top of the

column where bacteria and nutrient are injected and are slibsequently detached by increasing

fluid shear stress. The adsorption of contaminants on bacterial Slirfaces reduces the mobility of

contaminants in the presence of a biofilm. The contaminant concentration decreases significantly

along the biofilm when contaminants partition into bacteria. They also determined that, as the

amount of contaminant attached to bacteria increases, biofilm grovvth increases.

The one dimensional model by Wanner et al. (1986), consists of a set of mass balance

equations to describe the spatial distribution and development in time of components in biofilm,

considers biofilm growth and allows for processes SllCh as attachment and detachment of cells at

the biofilm surface. In other words, what Wanner et al (1986) presented was a biofilm mixed

culture model that was based on transport and transformation processes. "Vanner et al. (1996)

improved this model by incorporating new properties such as heterogeneity and the attachment

and detachment of particles. These models are based on the continuum approach. Most recent

stlidies take into account the heterogeneity of the biofilm (Bishop et aI., 1997, Lewandovvski et

aI., 1994, Zhang et aI., 1994). Bishop et al. (1995) indicates that shortcoming of most models is
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that they aSSllme the biofilm is homogeneous and don't take tIle heterogeneity into account.

Bishop et al. (1997) investigate biofilm heterogeneity in a more detailed "vay and point out that

biofilms aCCllmulate in a heterogeneous fonnat with a highly channelized structure.

In studies of transport in porous media, the main assumption is that bacterial cells form

impenneable biofilms unifonnly covering pore walls. Vandevivere et al. (1995), studied two

porous media models and their comparisons suggest that existing models can not predict the

saturated hydraulic conductivity reductions in fine sands, satisfactorily where as, in coarser

material predictions are much better. Vandevivere et al. (1995) argue "vhether this is because of

the main assumption of a continuous biofilm. A simpler model they studied assumes the biomass

distriblltion as plugs instead of a continuous film, reslliting in more aCCllrate predictions of the

saturated hydraulic conductivity reductions.

In the literature, rather than adding more phenomena into the model, simpler models were

presented for fast and sufficiently accurate simulation of biofilm dynamics (e.g. Rallch et aI.,

1999). Rauch et al. (1999), modeled the removal of substrates by different bacterial species

growing in a biofilm reactor using the biokinetic reactions, via a two step analytical procedllre,

assuming only two major processes in the biofilm: substrate diffusion and biochemical

conversion. Richter et aI. (1999) modeled the grovvth process using Monte Carlo simlliations and

compared the modeling results with laboratory results, in \vhich the biofilm growth was

investigated by light and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Picioreanu et al. (1999),

developed a model based on a discrete algorithm, describing the biofilm equations in unsteady

state. The equation was solved by assuming a biofilm characteristic thickness, and the final

model includes flllid flow over an irregular biofilm sllrface, sllbstrate transport and consllmption,

and gro\vth. The results show that a heterogeneous biofilm with a rough surface and high
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porosity occurs in the slow substrate transfer regime; whereas the biofilm develops as a compact

structure in a substrate limited case generated by fast flow and fast internal diffusion.

In most previous modeling studies (e.g. Kissel et aI., 1984, Wanner et aI., 1986), the most

common features include simultaneous substrate utilization and diffusion within the biofilm,

external mass-transport resistance from the bulk liqllid to the biofilm surface, growth of new

biomass proportional to substrate utilization, biomass loss from endogenous respiration and

detachment and formation of inert biomass (Rittmann et aI., 1992). This study is fOCllsed on

modeling the development of biofilrns in fractured media. On the basis of the present scientific

understanding, biofilms are complex systems and their properties are characterized by many

different variables. This leads to difficulties in modeling the behavior ofbiofilm systems.

The objectives of this stlldy are to develop an analytical model that aCCOllnts for the

major processes of bacterial transport and accumulation including gro\vth, decay, rate-limited

sorption, desorption, detachment and attachment. A simple analytical model is undertaken in

order to define the transport of bacteria in fractured media and define the separation behveen

sorption dominated phase and attachment-detachment dominated phase. The model is derived

for the case of a discrete fracture and several input functions are used. A sensitivity analysis is

also conducted to determine the parameters that most significantly influence the accumulation of

bacteria in discrete fractllres.
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2.0 MArHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

In this section, the governIng equations describing the processes involved in the

accuilllliation and transport of bacteria in a discrete fractllre that leads to fonnation of a biofilm

system are developed. First the advection-dispersion equation, which describes the transport

process, is introduced. Then the advection-dispersion equation is modified to aCCOllnt for

processes such as growth and decay of bacteria and rate-limited sorption-desorption, as well as

attachment and detachment.

2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOVERNING EQUATION

The accuffilllation model for biofilm development in a discrete fracture is based on

several parameters. In order to explain these terms, one can start by defining the transport of

bacteria in porous media, considering the input and Olltput of a fluid into a known vollime. The

two physical processes that control the input and output flux are advection and hydrodynamic

dispersion. Advection is the component of solute movement attributed to transport by the

flowing groundwater. The process of hydrodynamic dispersion occurs as a result of mecha11ical

mixing and molecular diffusion as indicated by Freeze et al. (1979).

2.1.1 ADVECTION-DISPERSION EQUATION

The movement of solute and fluid in a porous medillill can be defined simply as:
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where v (LIT) is advective fluid velocity (average linear flow velocity), c (MlL3
) is concentration

of bacteria in the flllid, x is the coordinate direction taken along the direction of flow and t is

time (Figure 2.1).
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Figllre 2.1 Side view of a fracture

Adding the effect of hydrodynamic dispersion and a source and sink term results in:

where:

ae ac a2e G
-+v--D-+-==Oat ax ax 2 e (2.2)

(2.3)
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and D (L2/I) is the coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion, a (L) is longitudinal dispersivity and

D* (L2/T)is coefficient of molecular diffusion. Since molecular diffusion is not taken into

consideration, D* is zero. The term G/8 represents the gain or loss of bacteria to the flowing

groundwater vvhere G equals to mass adsorbed over unit volume of media times time and e is

porosity.

Equation 2.2 is known as the Advection-Dispersion eqllation that describes advective and

dispersive transport in porous media (Freeze and Cherry, 1978). The advection-dispersion

equation has been the starting point of many biofilm modeling studies (e.g. Characklis eta aI.,

1990, Harvey et aI., 1991). Although transport in fractllred media is governed by the same

processes as in porOllS media, the effects in fractured media can be different (Freeze et aI., 1979).

Hydrodynamic dispersion in discrete fractures arises due to local differences in aperture widths

and roughness of the fracture walls (Novakovvski and Lapcevic, 1992; Lapcevic et.al., 1999).

The Cllbic law and not Darcy's law as in porous media govern the velocity in fractures. A

modification is necessary for the sorption coefficients, vvhich is explained in section 2.1.3.3.

2.1.2 ASSUMPTIONS

To aCCOllnt for the transport of bacteria in a discrete fracture using equation 2.2, several

assumptions are required. These include:

• Moleclllar diffusion is neglected.
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• Surface roughness of the fracture "vall is not taken into consideration. The fracture walls

are assumed to have smooth parallel walls and uniform separation with constant fracture

aperture.

• The bulk fluid is incompressible and a gas phase does not exist in the bulk liquid.

• Flovv of bulk fluid is assumed to be steady state and laminar.

• Sorption, advection, dispersion, growth and decay are the pnmary transport and

accumulation processes dllring the early stages of biofilm accumulation. Attachment,

detachment, advection, dispersion, growth and decay are dominant during the later stages

ofbiofilm accumlliation.

• The diffllsion of bacteria from the fracture into the unfractllred rock is not considered.

F'or rock of large matrix porosity (i.e. >10%) and bacteria of small size, this assllmption

may' lead to significant error in the prediction of migration at least during the adsorption

desorption phase. Becallse, however, the depositional surface is covered rapidly and

attachment/detachment may dominate the transport and accllmulation, the cumulative

error is likely to be small.

Sorption processes are rate limited dllring the biofilm accumulation.

• Although biofilm first accllmulates in the forms of patches, it is assllmed that biofilm

accllillulation is llniform, for modeling pllrposes. Biofilm thickness is assllmed to be

constant throughout the fracture plane. It is assllmed that the growth rate of bacteria in the

solution and in the sorbed phase is equal, the decay rate of bacteria in the solution and in

the sorbed phase is equal, and that the bacteria shape is of a box (Figure 2.2).
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2.1.3 BACTERIAL ACCUMULATION EQUATIONS

The processes during the early stages of bacteria accumulation involve sorption processes

incltlding irreversible adsorption, decay and growth, and during the later stages of accllmulation,

these are replaced by attachment and detachment processes. The switch benveen dominant

processes occurs when the sllbstratum is covered by at least a monolayer of cells. At this time

attachment and detachment of groups of cells begin to dominate the exchange between the flllid

and the biofilm. The model developed herein is based on separation between these processes.

ThtlS we will develop two separate equations, one for the early stages and one for the later stages

of biofilm accumulation. The time at which these t\VO stages are linked is calculated based on

cell dimensions and fractllre area. When there exists enough cells to cover the walls of the

fractllre, \ve aSSllme that the substratum-bulk flllid interface does not exist anymore and the

dominant processes will involve attachment-detachment.
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2.1.3.1 ADSORPTION - DESORPTION DOMINATED PHASE (PHASE I)

The sorption tenn includes both desorption and adsorption processes. In order to explain

sorption, Harvey et aI. (1991) Sllbstituted the following expression for the source/sink tenn:

G = Pb as
e at (2.4)

where Pb (M/L3
) is the dry blilk density of solids, 8 is porosity, s is the concentration of adsorbed

bacteria and as/at is rate at which bacteria is sorbed. Freeze et al. (1979) states that adsorption

reactions for bacteria in groundwater are normally viewed as being very rapid relative to the flow

velocity.

Sllbstituting G into the advection-dispersion eqllation, the resulting equation for porous

media is (Harvey et aI, 1991, Characklis et aI., 1990, Freeze et aI., 1979):

ae + v ae _D a2
e + Pb as = 0

at ax ax 2 e at (2.5)

Since giowth and decay are important processes influencing the accumulation, decay and

growth in the aqueolls phase are represented by (Fry et aI., 1993):

elc
- == AC+ liC
dt /

(2.6)
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where A (liT) is the decay constant al1d ~l (liT) is the specific growth rate for bacteria in the
~

fluid. The growtl1 and decay rates in the aqueous phase and sorbed phases are taken as the same.

Becallse of the nlItrient transport in aqueolls phase and in the biofilm, the growth and decay rates

in the aqlIeous and sorbed phases may differ from each other. This requires the modeling of

nutrient transport. However at low thickness values, the biofilm will not playa restricting role in

the nutrient transport. Thus the gro\vth and decay eqlIation for sorbed phase is very similar to the

equation for aqueous phase:

ds
-==As+}lS
dt

(2.7)

The vallIe of ~ can be calculated by llsing Monad kinetics. Monad kinetics has been a

standard in defining the growth of bacterial Cllltllres since publication in 1949 (Monod, 1949).

This model is based on the idea that a limited llllmber of growth constants define the behavio-r of

bacterial cultures (Ferenci, 1999). The relationship betvveen the concentration of a limiting

nutrient and the gro\vth rate of bacteria is defined by Monad's growth equation as follo\vs

(Corapcioglu et aI., 1997, Monad,J., 1949, Rashid et aI., 1999, Morshed et aI., 1995, Henshaw et

a., 1999, Vandevivere et aI., 1992, Kreikenbohm et aI., 1985, Hom et aI., 1997, Charpentier,

1999, Ferenci, 1999, Schinner et aI., 1999, Mitchell et aI., 2001, Guha et aI., 1996):

f.1max S
f.1==

Ks+S
(2.8)
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where ~tmax (liT) is the maximum specific growth rate of bacteria, S (MlL3
) is the sllbstrate

concentration, Ks (M/L3
) is the saturation coefficient or half velocity coefficient as referred by

Krekienbohm et al. (1985) and Clement et al. (1997). Corapcioglu et al.(1997) refers to Ks as the

Monad half saturation constant. It is the value of substrate concentration when the maximum

gro\vth rate is half. The Ks value can be found by plotting growth rate(~) versus substrate

concentration from laboratory data. Then Ks is the value corresponding to ~/2. When the aqueolls

phase bacteria concentration is much less than the Monod half satllration constant, the kinetics

are first order, and as the bacterial concentration increases, the kinetics become saturated

(Mitchell et aI., 2001, Tchobanoglolls, 1991).

Irreversible adsorption is accounted for by the expression:

de
- == vk e
dt P

where kp (IlL) is the irreversible adsorption constant (Harvey et aI., 1991).

After substitution of the terms, the eqllation for aqueolls phase in porous media is:

(2.9)

ae Pb os a 2 e ae
-+-- == D--v--vk e-Ae+ J.1e
at () at ax 2 ax P

The equation for the sorbed phase is:

as
- == k e - k"S + jJS - As
at 1 -

(2.10)

(2.11 )
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where kt"ao is the rate-limited adsorption coefficient and k2 is the rate-limited desorption coefficient

(Lapidus et aI., 1952).

2.1.3.2 ATTACHIVIENT-DET~~CHMENTDOMINATED PHASE (PHASE II)

In this phase, there is no irreversible sorption. The sllbstratum is covered with biofilm,

thus sorption processes do not OCCllr anymore.

Attachment, \vhich aCCOllnts loss tram the flowing bllik flllid concentration, is described

by:

(2.12)

where kat is the attachment coefficient (liT) (Characklis et aI., 1990, Characklis et aI., 1973,

Characklis et aI., 1989, Clement et aI., 1997, Kreikenbohm et aI, 1985)

Detachment, which is the loss from the sorbed concentration in the biofilm, is:

de
- == kdets
dt (2.13)

where kdet is the detachment concentration (liT) (Characklis et aI., 1990, Characklis et aI., 1973,

Characklis et aI., 1989, Peyton et aI., 1995, Peyton et aI., 1993, Dukan et aI., 1996, Arcangeli et

aI., 1995, Kreikenbohm et aI, 1985, Wilderer et aI., 2000).
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The equation for the bacterial concentration In the fltlid dttring the attachment-

detachment phase is given by:

ac Ph as a2c OC
-+-- = D--v-+ flc-kat () at ax2 ax

The governing equation for the sorbed phase is:

2.1.3.3 lVIODIFICATION FOR FRACTURE PROPERTIES

(2.14)

(2.15)

In order to obtain a governing eqllation for transport in a discrete fractllre, the equations

must be re-written to account for sorption to and desorption from the fractllre walls. This is done

by sllbstitution of 2/2b for pb/8, where 2b (L) is the fracture aperture. The substitution accounts

for the difference between sorption on to a specific surface (fracture wall) versus sorption onto

bulk media (porous media). For porous media,

A= Pb
e

(2.16)
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vvhere A is the surface area to void space volume ratio. Solute is transported through the fracture
..

aperture in the case of fractured media. If the fracture surface is assumed to be planar then:

SA == 2x WxL

V == 2bx WxL

Fracture wall

Flow in x - direction

I

"el
~ ~

i .ff~

2b -L ~

+ 1.--<-~--- length --~~-~~I~

Figllre 2.3 Fracture dimensions and fluid flow direction

(2.17)

where SA (L2) is the total surface area of two fracture walls, W (L) is the fracture width, L (L) is

the fracture length, V is the void space volume (L3
), and 2b (L) is the fractllre aperture (Figure

2.3). Thus,

A= SA =2
V 2b

(2.18)

After sllbstituting equation 2.18, the governing equation for Phase I and Phase II in

fractured media becomes, respectively:



ae 2 as a2e ae
-+--=D--v--vk e-:te+Jle
@t .2b at a.x 2 a.x P

ae 2 as a2e ac
-+--=D--v-+Jlc-:teat 2b at ax 2 ax

2.1.4 INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

(2.19)

(2.20)
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For the soilltion to Phase I of the biofilm accumulation problem, the initial condition at

time equal to zero is:

The inner boundary condition for the solution is:

e(0, t)= f(t)

where f(t) is an arbitrary function of some concentration.

The outer boundary condition for the solution is:

c(co,t)== 0

(2.21 )

(2.23)

(2.24)
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..
The boul1dary conditions for Phase II are similar 'fvVith the exception that:

c(.t~,o) = c(x, r) = C r (2.25)

where c-c (M/L3
) is the aqlleous phase concentration, calculated using the Phase I eqllations, at

time equal to l' which is the time at which Phase I equations are switched to Phase II. The sorbed

phase concentration is found by solving equation 2.11 and substituting C-r.

(2.26)

Aqueous

phase Sorbed
concentration phase

c(x,t) concentration
s(x,t)

Inlet (source)
con-centratien

c(O,t) = f(t)

Outlet .. C(oc,t)= 0

V :z =.7_L:Z =7_2- Z 2_7_ Z::L ::::7-1

·I-~-~~

Figllre 2.4 BOllndary Conditions

As stated above, we use f(t) as an arbitrary function for the inner boundary condition.

Different eqllations for different types of SOllrce concentration can be substituted into equation
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2.23 for f(t). III the following, fOllr different types of SOllrce concentrations were considered

-. . .. ..
including constant initial concentration, the Heaviside step function, exponentially decaying

concentration and exponentially rising concentration. These are:

Constant SOllfce concentration:

c(o,t)= Co

where cO is a constant concentration.

Heaviside step function concentration:

C(o, t) =coH(t - t')

where H(t-t') is the Heaviside step function.

Exponential decaying concentration:

c(o,t) = Co exp(-Bt)

where B is the decay constant.

Exponential rising concentration:

C(o, t) = Co [1- exp(- Bt)]

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)
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2.2 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

The analytical solution to the governing equation derived above is presented in this

section. The solution method is based on the use of Laplace transforms.

2.2.1 THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM

Once the linear partial differential equation is derived, it is necessary to find the sOllltion

to this equation sllbject to the given initial and bOllndary conditions. For partial differential

equations SllCh as eqllations 2.19 and 2.11 where there are only two independent variables, the

Laplace transform can be applied to one variable as a means of reducing the eqllation to an

ordinary differential equation. In this case, the Laplace transfonn can be used to eliminate the

time derivative from this transient problem, and redllce the derivative terms to dependency on

the x-coordinate only (Savant et aI, 1962, Spiegel, 1965). The forward Laplace transform is

defined by the improper integral:

ct:)

L{f(t)} = j(p) = fe-pt f(t )dt
o (2.31)

where L is the Laplace transform operator, f(t) is the time dependent function in real time t, and p

is the Laplace transform variable.

When the transform above is applied to the derivative of the function, f(t), the Laplace

transform of the first order differential term is:
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(2.32)

where f(O) is the initial condition. Thus, the first order differential term is eliminated and the

initial condition is incorporated.

After the application of the Laplace transform, the solution is obtained in Laplace space

using standard Inethods for ordinary differential equations. In order to utilize the solution, an

inverse operation to the Laplace transform must be performed. The inverse Laplace transform is

given by:

(2.33)

where J(p) is the Laplace transform of the function f(t) , p is a value such that the contour

integration is to the right of any singularities of ](p) and i* is the imaginary number.

Application of the Laplace transfonn to eqllation 2.19 and 2.11 results in:

( - (0)) 2 (- (0)) D a:2 C oc k - ,.. - -pc -c .x, + ?b ps -s x, == a 2 -V-a -v pC -Xc + f.1C
_ x x (2.34)

(2.35)



Application to the boundary conditions gives:

-- .

L{c{0, t)} = L{f{t)} = j(p)

for the general case and for the constant source concentration:

L {c(0, t ) = co} = c(0, p ) = Co
p

and for Heaviside step source:

and for an exponential decaying source:

L{c(O, t) = Co exp(- Bt)} = c(O, p) =~
p+B

and for an exponential rising source:

-

L{c(O, t)= Co [1- exp(- Bt)ll = c(O, p) = Co -~
p+B

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)

37
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Application to the alIter bou11dary condition gives:

L{c(co, t)} = L{O} => c(oo, p) = 0

2.2.2 THE SOLUTION IN LAPLACE SPACE

(2.41)

form:

The governing equations for Phase I are set equal zero to write the equations in standard

( - (0)) 2 (- ( )) 0 2 C oc k - '1 - -pc-c x, +- ps-s x,O -D-?+v-+v pC+/l"C-JUC ==0
2b QX- O.lY

The sollltion of equation 2.43 is fOllnd algebraically as:

_ k1c
s=-----

P - J.1 + k2 + A

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

EqlIation 2.44 is substituted into eqllation 2.42, and the result is a homogeneous equatiol1

having constant coefficients. Thus:



2 ( k C J alc 8cpc +-lp 1 - D- + v- + vk c + AC - JLC = 0
. 2b P - Jl + k1 + A ax 2 ax P .

Eqllation 2.45 is re-arranged to:

a2C v ac c ( 2 ( k1 JJ
-j----- vk +A-Jl+ p+- P =0
ax'" D ax D P 2b p- J1+k2 +A

For simplicity we set:

a=vk +A-J1+P+2.(p k 1 J
P 2b p-J.1+k') +A

so that equation 2.46 is reduced to:

For an nth order homogeneous linear differential equation, of the fann:

where an are all real constants. If the characteristic eqllation vvhich is:

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

39
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and has n distinct real roots rl, r2, .... , rn, then the general solution of the equation is:

(2.50)

(2.51 )

vvhere Cn are arbitrary constants. For the present eqllation n==2 and the roots are found from the

solution of a quadratic equation.

Thus the solution is:

-() [ v+-Jv 2 +4DaJ f3 [v--JV2 +4DaJc X,p == yexp x + exp x------
2D 2D

(2.52)

where y and 0 are constants to be determined from the bOllndary conditions. Substituting

eqllation 2.41 into 2.52 results in:

r==O

Then equation 2.37 is substituted into the folloyving equation

(2.53)



-() [ V-.JV 2

+4Da \Jex;, p == f3 exp ~:r-----
~ . 2D

\tvhich results in:

fJ == l(p)

Thus the final solution is:

( ) -() [v-.JV2
+4DaJC x, p = f p exp x 2D

and eqllations 2.37,2.38,2.39,2.40 can be Sllbstituted for J(p).

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)
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This is the solution for the earliest stages of biofilm accuffililation (Phase I). As

previollsly indicated, after a certain concentration of sorbed bacteria is accumulated on both

fractllre walls, the sorption processes are replaced by attachment and detachment processes (in

Phase II). This requires a solution to be derived for the later stages ofbiofilm accumlliation. The

Phase II eqllations are solved in the same manner as Phase I equations. Note that the source

concentration is modified according to the time that the link occurs. For example, vvith

exponential decay or rise, the new starting point will OCCllr where the source concentration for

the previous equation stopped.

.L~pplication of the fOlVvard Laplace Transfonn eqllations 2.20 and 2.15, reslilts in:



( _ ( )) 2 (_ ( )) a2e ae - 1 _pc -:C x, r + 2b ps -s x, r = D-,-v-
a

+ ,UC -/l.Cax- x

Equation 2.58 is re-arranged:

_ kate + s(/~, r)
s=-----

P - I-i + A + kdet

and then substituted into equation 2.57, resulting in:

( ( ))
2 ( kate+ s(x, r ) ()) a2e ae

pc -c .X, r +- p -s ~Y, r = D-
2
-v-+ fie/-XC

2b p-j.1+A+kdet ax ax

(2.57)

(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)
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Note that eqllation 2.60 includes real vailles of sex,';) and c(x;r), that ffillst be calculated

separately via inversion of the Phase I equations and eqllation 2.26. In order to write eqllation

2.60 in a simpler fonn the following definitions are used:

2 pkate= j.1-:i- p-------
2b p - j.1 + A + k det (2.61 )

(2.62)
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Thus, by substitution, equation 2.60 is reduced to:

a2e v ae e _ ¢
----+-c=-
a.x 2 D ax D D (2.63)

Equation 2.63 is a non-homogenous partial differential equation, which is solved directly

using the method of Variation ofParameters. The solution is given by:

_( )_ ¢ -¢+ J(PYJ {I (v--Jv 2
-4DB) }c X:,p - - + exp - .x

e e 2 D

where the parameters are as previously defined.

2.2.3 NUMERICAL INVERSION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORl\lI

(2.64)

Once the solution is obtained in Laplace space, it is transformed back into the real

domain. This is done via numerical inversion. There are several well-known inversion algorithms

such as the Stehfest Method, the Talbot Method, the Crump Method, and the De Haag Method

(Stehfest, 1979, Crump, 1976, Talbot, 1979, DeHoog et aI., 1982).

The nllmerical inversion method presented by DeHoog et al. (1982) is an improved

version of Cnlmp method and is based on expressing the inverse of solution in Laplace space as

a Fourier series.
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The DeHoog Numerical Method is coded as a sllbroutine called Hoog2 by Neville et al.

(1988) and the solutions in Laplace space are inverted by simply calling Hoog2 subroutine in the

main code. (Neville et aI., 1988) Nllmerical inversion is used in this case because the complexity

of the solution, (i.e. equation 2.67), render analytical inversion impossible.
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3.0 IMPLEMENTATION AND SENS,ITIVITY ANALYSIS

In this section, the model developed previously will be coded and a sensitivity analysis

will be applied.

3.1 IMPLEMENTATION

The solution developed in the previous chapter is coded in Fortran99 and implemented

as a code named BIOFRAC. The code, sample input and sample output files can be found in

Appendix A. The code calculates bacterial concentrations verSllS time for a specific location

along a discrete fracture. The parameters describing the fracture properties and the properties of

bacteria are read from a separate input file. The main program loops through time calling the

numerical inversion routine. The solution is coded as a function, which is called directly from

the inversion routine.

NLL=
Number
of layers

ISlIJ:LL-_ Single layer
of biofilm

Figure 3.1 Biotilm layers in discrete fractllre
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To determine the time at which the Phase I processes end, the thickness and spread of

-. .
bacteria is calculated using:

XCHECK = 2*NLL *NFL *XFW
XCL*XCW

(3.1)

where 2*NLL is the number of layers of biofilm on both fracture walls (can be more than one if

required, as can be observed in Figure 3.1), NFL is the fracture length (L), XFW is the fractllre

width (L), XCL is the bacterial cell length (L) and XCW is the bacterial cell width (L). Thus,

XCHECK is the number of bacterial cells that are necessary to cover both fracture walls and

the XCHECK formula is based on tIle equation:

XCHECK x Area of a bacteria == 2 x lvLL x Area of single fracture wall

which is then compared to:

ROWTOT = AVSORB x XCH x NFL x XFW
XCMASS

where

}=munber of coltmlIls

~ C ..
L...J lJ

RO y~4 J/ == 1---

NFL

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)



k xROrVAV
AVS'ORB= I [1-exp{-{k2 -J1+A)r)]
~. k

2
- J1 + /L
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(3.5)

and where i is time (T) for the ith time and j is the location along the fracture (L) where the

concentration is calclllated. Along the fracture length, the concentration is calculated everyone

meter. ROWAVY, is the average concentration at a certain time in the fractllre (MlL3
) between

the source and location, j. XCMASS is the mass of one bacterial cell (M). Average

concentration in the fracture at a certain time (ROWAV) is found simply by taking the

arithmetic mean of the concentrations at different fracture locations at that time and then

converting to nllmber of cells per volllme, from mass per volume. AVSORB is the sorbed

phase conceIltration calculated via equation 2.26 and ROWAV is equal to C-r. ROWTOT is

average concentration in the fracture at a certain time, in terms of number of cells per unit

volllme of aqueous phase.

ROvVTOT and AVSORB are calculated for each time step and if ROWTOT is greater

than or equal to XCHECK, the number of layers of bacteria (NLL) are accumulated on the

fracture walls (i.e. the substratum is flIlly covered and adsorption-desorption is dominated by

attachment-detachment). The time when ROWTOT is greater than or eqllal to XCHECK,

corresponds to 't in equation 2.26. Prior to XGAP, the concentration at any point in the fracture

is calculated by eqllations 2.19 and 2.11. Following XGAP, the concentration is calculated by

eqllations 2.15 and 2.20.

The fllnctions corresponding to eqllations 2.37, 2.38, 2.39, 2.40 are coded separately.

When a call to the sllbrolltine Hoog2 is made by the main program, Hoog2 inverts the fllnctions

into real space and calculates the array Cij corresponding the time array Ti .
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The outpllt is in files BIOFRAC.out and BIOFRAC.plt. The output is in the form of Cij

vs. Ti . C: is'a two dimensional array where columns are calculated ilsing equations 2.11,2.19

or 2.15, 2.20 depending on 1" for each location along the fracture and ro\vs are for each time

step. At the moment when XCHECK is greater than or equal to zero, time 't is assigned as

XGAP. Before 't, XGAP is equal to zero. After't is assigned to XGAP, the value of XGAP is

fixed and any time after that is calculated by:

T. =T. -XGAP
l l

(3.6)

Double precision arithmetic is llsed in the fllnctions, subroutines and the main code,

which aids in redllcing the rOllnd off error caused by the nllmerical inversion.

In real fractllres, as indicated pre\riously, biofilms form in patches at various locations

on the fracture walls. At those locations the biofilm is accumulated, sorption processes stop and

attachment-detachment processes start, whereas at locations where no accllmulation has

occurred yet, sorption processes continue. Since this is an analytical model, the uniform

thickness assumption is necessary, which requires that sorption processes stop at once and are

followed by attachment-detachment.

3.2 VERIFICATION OF THE SOLUTION AND THE CODE

The Phase I and Phase II soilltions were verified by comparing the present resllit to the

Ogata-Banks solution. Although Ogata-Banks is the solution to the advection-dispersion

equation in porous media, it can be used for fractured media by modifying the source and sinl<
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term to aCCOllnt for fractllred media properties. Both solutions can be reduced to the Ogata-

Banl<s solution algebraically, when the sorption, attachment-detachment, growth and decay

constants are set to zero. The codes are verified in the same manner as are the solutions. First

each equation was coded separately, then the constants were set to zero. Both codes followed

exactly the same behavior as the Ogata-Banks solution.

The Ogata-Banks solution in Laplace space is:

- Co [V-~V2 +4Dp Jc(.x,p)==-exp x-----
p 2D

and the Non-Homogenous Ogata-Banks Soilltion in Laplace Space is:

_( ) z (- p+Co) {I (V-~V2 +4Dp) }
c x, p == - + exp - \ X

P P 2 D

where Z is the non-homogenous function.

(3.7)

(3.8)

The Phase II solution reduces to the Non-Homogenous Ogata-Banks Solution if the

non-homogenolls parts are the same. In Appendix B, an example comparison is plotted in order

to compare Ogata-Banks to the Phase I solution and Non-Homogenous Ogata-Banks to the

Phase II solution in Figure 3.2, using the parameters that are shown in Table 3.1.
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Consta11t source concentration 50 gr m-3

~

Groundwater velocity 5.0 ill day-1

Dispersivity O.5m

Duration 6.5 days

Non-Homogenous Function VallIe 10

Table 3.1 Parameters for Ogata-Banks and Non-Homogenous Ogata-Banks Solutions

5.04.54.03.5

r--l
! ;

LJ
Phase I Solution i i

Non Homogenous Ogata Banks !i
Solution ! '

Phase II Solution ,_I-,

3.02.5

t(days)

2.01.51.00.5

1.01·--·~-~---~-----------~-·-~-~------~'r---I =~-_.~I~~
I I I I '

; :' t::t;.~ I I <

0.9 t--; I '# r----r--- II Ir----~
I I ; iI.:? I I ;

0.8 ~ I 'tsti~,! i -I ['-----1t;;. ~ I , i ' ,

8 . ~..,...t::....~'"' I I I I t.:.:.t3 0.7 - i ~ ..; -t-- I ~ ~ ;
- fit I I !
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~ 0.3 I .~t\ ! ~
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I I ...r I~
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0.0

Figure 3.2.1 Comparison of solutions

Another method of verification is comparing the soll1tion presented here to the solution

to advection-dispersion equation as presented by Harvey et al. (1991) which describes transport
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of bacteria in porous media with retardation, first order decay aIld pulse input concentratioll.

..
Since tIle input and boundary conditions are not explicitly presented in the paper by Harvey et

al. (1991), a satisfactory comparison was not possible. The solution presented herein was

modified for porous media again and data from Harvey et al. (1991) was simulated. Hovvever,

the tvvo simulations did not shovv agreement as can be seen in Figllre 3.2.2

504540353025

t(days)

2015105

o. 00 4¥]~:j~~~liJiM~~~i.*J:~rj1iiifJI%~~~11f~~~gi~:ili~[~~lli~J£~Jrjrl~lf~~;tftf@'~ljj:i:~:if~illi;;;i::lJi;:ill(0:~~~J::(;:ill;\I~j:(~::OL~-+_-~~~.........WMt............

o

0.03 +---~---+-------<----~-------+------'m@~-~----;-------;--------~

0.01 -i--.---------"----......:.....-----i------,------.,,--+----\:-----------,-------t------.

0
u£ 0.02
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o
~s...
C
(1) 0.02 -+----------~---+----~----+-------+--------_t__--__+_---___{
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c
o
U
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>
~ 0.01 +---------"--------+----~----.+~~._T___--_____j
Cii l-.--_--,-__--,--__--' j

0:::

Figure 3.2.2 Harvey et al. (1991) vs. the soilltion presented
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3.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The code is used to generate data for relative concentration (Cleo) versus time plots.

For comparison, a base case was established having best estimates of each parameter as

determined from the literature. Although a formal sensitivity analysis was not conducted, the

inflllence of individual parameters was estimated by varying each parameter, keeping all others

fixed. All the graphs presented are for an observation point at 10m and the numbers in

parenthesis are the duration of Phase I.

3.3.1 BASE CASE

The base case for the sensitivity analysis is chosen using the code BIOFRi\C that

involves Phase I and Phase II sollltions linked together. The input parameters for the base case

are shown in Table 3.2:

I - 0 10-6
,). x m
I

I
12.0m
I

Constant source concentration 110.0 gr m-3

II

I

Grollndwater velocity 5.0 ill day-l
I
I

Dispersivity 0.5m I

Fracture aperture 0.0005 ill
!

Fracture length
1

10m

I Bacterial cell width
I

I
I Fracture width
!
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Bacterial cell length 5.0 x 10-6 m I
-- I..

I
Bacterial cell height 5.0 x 10-6 m

Mass of one bacterial cell 1.0 x 10- 13 gr I

Number of layers of biofilm on a single 2

Rate-limited adsorption constant ~ 0 d -1.J. ay

Rate-limited desorption constant 6.0 day-I
j

I

Detachment constant 4.0 day-l I
I

Attachment constant 1.0 day-l
I
!

I

Irreversible adsorption constant 1.0 x 10-5 m-I
I
I

Duration 5000 days I
I

I

Number of time points
I

100
I

I
Table 3.2 Inpllt for base case

'The parameters llsed for the base case are gathered from the literature. Constant SOllrce

concentration, velocity, fracture length, dispersivity and fractllre, width are arbitrary numbers

chosen within the range of values that can occur in fractured media (Lapcevic et aI., 1999)

Bacterial dimensions are averaged from various literature data. Smets et ai. (1999)

determined cell length between 2.21J.ill and 1.4~Lm, cell width as 0.91J.m, and radius as O.56m to

0.921J.m for pseudomonas jluorescens. Chapelle (1993) gives a range of O.lJ.lm to 10~m for

I bacteria diameter. According to Characklis et ai. (1990), the bacteria size is between 111m to

10~Lm. Harvey et ai. (1991) used numbers as lovv as 0.2~lm, jlIst like Cusak et al. (1992) \vhom

llsed O.3~tm. Clement et al. (1997) gave cell dimensions as 2~lm. Considering these values, an

average size of 5~lm is taken for all sides assuming a rectangular prism geometry.
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One bacterial cell is composed of 20% dry lllaterial and 80%water. Balkwill et ai.

(1988) a~alyzed aquifer microorganisms and derived the value 1.7i x 10-10 ~g/cel1. Chapelle

(1993) used celllilar mass of 1.0 x 10-13 gr/cell which was adopted for this study.

The assumption of llniform biofilm thickness sllggests that when a single layer of

biofilm is accumulated, the entire Slibstratllm surface is covered. However, it is known that,

biofilm.s fonn in patches during the early stages. In order to minimize the errors that may occur

from the uniform thickness assllmption, the number of layers of biofilm can be increased in the

simlllation process. Setting the nllmber of layers to greater than one, will increase the likelihood

that a natural case is simulated.

Adsorption-desorption and attachment-detachment rates in porous media fall in a very

wide range between values as low as 0.01 to as high as 200 day-l (Cunningham et aI., 1991,

Corapcioglu et aI., 1997, Kreikenbohm et aI, 1985, Clement et aI., 1997, Arcangeli et aI, 1995

and 1997, Zhang et aI., 1995, Hll et aI., 1996, Peyton et aI., 1996). The vailies chosen for the

base case are similar to the vailies from Peytol1 et aI, 1996. Because such a wide range is

suggested by the literature, the sensitivity analysis is also performed over a wide range.

The results of the base case simulatio:n does not appear as a smooth breakthrollgh cllrve.

In order to predict the trends ofbreakthrollgh cllrves, nvo simlllations are rlin. First a base case

simlilation according to Table 3.2 "vas nln, then a second simlilation with rate-limiting process

rates are set to equal as in:

k == k == 3 day-l
1 at

k
2

== k
det

== 6 day-l
(3.8)
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The growth and decay rate, becallse they can be very dominant, are initially set to zero

in order~ to ·keep the base case as simple as possible. Similarly the irreversible adsorption

constant is taken as low as possible initially. The results for the base case give by Table 3.2 are

plotted in Figure 3.3, and the resllits for the case when process rates are set equal (in equation

3.8) are given in Figllre 3.4.
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3.3.2 ADDITION OF GROWTH AND DECAY RATES

After the simlilations are completed for the values in Table 3.2, growth and decay are

added in order to ililistrate the effects. The new values are as seen in Table 3.3:

1.Oday-l

I Constant source concentration 10grm-3

I

I Groundwater velocity 5.0 m day-l
I

I Dispersivity 0.5m
i

Fracture aperture 0.0005 ill

Fractllre length 10m

I
I Fracture yvidth 2.0m
I
I

I Bacterial cell yvidth 5.0xlO-6 m
I
I

I Bacterial cell length 5.0 x 10-6
ill

I

I Bacterial cell height 5.0 x 10-6
ill

I
1.0 x 10-13 grI Mass of one bacterial cell

I

I Number oflayers ofbiofilm on a single fracture wall 2
I

Rate-limited adsorption constant .~ 0 d -1
j. ay

I

6.0 day-lRate-limited desorption constant

Detachment constant 4.0 day-l

I I

I Attachment constant

I Irreversible adsorption constant

I Duration 15000 day
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Number of time points 100
... ..

Maximllrn specific growth rate 9.0 day-l

Decay rate 3.0 day-l

Monad half saturation constant 5.0 gr m-3

Substrate concentration 3.0 gr m-3

Table 3.3 Input for Simulation with Growth and Decay

The growth and saturation coefficient rates are taken from Characklis et aI, 1990 for

pseudomonas aeruginosa. Substrate concentration is chosen arbitrarily. The decay rate is taken

from Desauky et al. (1996). The breakthrollgh curve for the values in Table 3.3 can be seen in

Figure 3.5. The substrate concentration and Monad half saturation constant effect the resulting

growth rate, ~t in eqllation 2.8. ThllS a separate sensitivity analysis for these two parameters is

not perfonned.
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Figure 3.4 Base case input with rate-limiting process rates are set equal.
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3.3.3 Bf\S'E CASE RESULTS

The aqueolls phase bacteria concentrations are simulated at an observation point located

10m form the source. The constant concentration of 10 gr/m3 bacteria is provided as source

throughout the 5000 day dllration of the base case simlllation. The breakthrough cllrve for the

base case is plotted in Figure 3.3. The first appearance of bacteria at the observation location is

around 1500 days, which is referred to as the indllction period (Characklis, 1990, Kornegay,

1968). The curve becomes constant arollnd 4000 days where the concentration in the fracture is

almost eqllal to the SOllrce concentration. Between 1500 to 4000 days biofilm accumulation

OCCllfS acti'vely. After 4000 days, the accllillulation significantly declines and eventllally stops.

'ThllS the biofillTI accumlilation stops without the addition of further layers, at that plateall stage.

The adsorption and desorption are dominated by attachment and detachment at 2200 days. The

2200th day is the end of the period needed for accllffiulation of 2 layers of biofilm. At the end of

this period, the substratum is covered with biofilm, thus the blilk fluid-substratllill interface no

longer exists. After 2200 days, attachment and detachment begins. If the overall breakthrough

curve is considered, attachment-detachment dominates the majority of the accumulation period,

which indicates adsorption-desorption is significant only in the early time. Also it should be

noted that, in this simulation, the attachment rate is lower than adsorption rate, similarly, the

detachment rate is lower than the desorption rate. Such a difference reSlllts in a rapid rise in the

aqueous concentration at the time following the 2200days mainly because irreversible

adsorption is eliminated and the major rate-limiting process rates are changed. If detachment is

kept equal to the desorption rate, and attachment eqllal to the adsorption rate, at lovv irreversible
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adsorptio11 of 1.0 x 10-5 day-I, the s\:vitch betvveen the curves is mllch smooth.er as can be seen

in Figure 3.4.

In order to eliminate the rise i11 the relative concentration at time equal to t, reducing the

time steps was tried by increasing the nllmber of time points. Unfortunately this did not help

the curve become smoother.

In Figllre 3.4, the attachme11t rate is eqllal to adsorption rate of 3 day-I, and the

detachment rate is equal to desorption rate of 6 day-I. The constant concentration of 10 gr/m3

bacteria is provided as source throllgh out the 12000 day duration of the simulation. In this

case, since the adsorption and attachn1ent rates are higher, the three stages of accllmulation last

longer, and it takes the aqlleous concentration longer to reach the source concentration at the

observation point. The first appearance of bacteria at the observation location is around 1500

days, almost the same time as base case. The Cllrve becomes constant around 8500 days where

the concentration in the fractllre is almost eqllal to the SOllrce concentration. Beginning at 1500

days biofilm accllilllllation OCCllrs activrely. The accllmlliation period is longer than the base

case. After 8500 days, the rate of accllffilllation declines and relative concentration reaches the

value 1.0. The adsorption and desorption are dominated by attachment and detachment at 2160

days. This value is very close to the that of the base case. Similar to the base case, attachment

detachment dominates the majority of the accllilllllation period. The major difference between

the two simulations are the dllration of the log accumulation period and the starting of the

plateau stage.

The addition of growth and decay processes does not influence the time at which Phase

I is complete (Figure 3.5). In this case, adsorption-desorption becomes dominated by

attachment-detacl1ll1ent at 2200 days, similar to tl1e base case. The simulation for the base case
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was run for 5000 days, whereas the case witll growth and decay was run for 6000 days. The

durations of·the induction and acculllulation periods remain similar as for the initial base case.

The relative concentration increases to 2.18 during the plateau period, which is an expected

result due to the addition of the grovvth rate.

When rate-limiting process rates are set to be eqllal, the addition of growth and decay

does not influence the breakthrollgh cllrve in a significant manner (Figure 3.6). Adsorption-

desorption becomes dominated by attachment-detachment at 2150 days. The simulation when

k1 equals to kat and k2 equals to kdet vvitll0ut growth and decay was run for 12000 days, whereas

the case with growth and decay was nln for 15000 days. The relative concentration increases to

2.18 during the plateau period similar to the simulation plotted in Figure 3.5. The main

difference other than the durations is that the svvitch between two cllrves is much smoother with

no sudden rises.
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3.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The first parameter investigated is the constant SOllrce condition. The code BIOFRAC is

run for Co values starting from 0.00001 gr m-3 to._1000 gr m-3
. First the base case is simulated

with different source concentration (Figllre 3.7) and then the rate-limiting process rates are set

eqllal and siilllliations are repeated to receive a smooth curve (Figllre 3.8). The increase in the

concentration of bacteria inpllt to the system does not inflllence the base case cllrve in the form

of a shift or a drop or rise in case of Figllre 3.8. If Figure 3.7 is considered, a sudden rise at the

switch point is observed for each simlliation, which is a result of the difference between

adsorption-desorption and attachment-detachment rates. The results indicate that the

accuilllliation of two layers of biofilm does not occur llntil the source concentration is as high

as 1 gr m-3 for both cases. This is an expected reSlllt since as the source concentration increases,

the amount of bacterial input increases, providing more opportunity for bacteria to reversibly

and irreversibly sorb to the substratllm. The first appearance of bacteria at the observation

location remains at 1500 days regardless of the SOllrce concentration and regardless of sorption

or attachment-detachment rates. Similarly the ratios of periods of induction, log accumulation

and plateall stages do not differ from the base case. In Figllre 3.7, as source concentration

increases, the amount of sudden rise decreases, as the accuilllliation of two layers occur faster.
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Figure 3.7 Sensitivity analysis for source concentration

The effect of increase in source concentration is observed as a change of the periods for

Phase I and Phase II. When the amount of constant source concentration is equal to 1 gr m-3
,

Phase I lasts for 3360 days in Figure 3.8 and 3300 days in Figure 3.7. As the source

concentration increases, 't decreases. the larger quantities of bacteria are 'Supplied. Results are

presented in Table 3.4.
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Source Concentration (CO) (gr m-J
) Dllration of Phase I (~) (day)

Betwee; 0.0001 and 0.1 10000, Phase II does not occur

1.0 3360

10 2160

50 1800

100 1680

1000 1440

Table 3.4 Sensitivity analysis reSlllts for source concentration
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~ensitivity analyses to velocity, and dispersivity are observed" to be same as the behavior

inferred from the Ogata-Banks code. An increase in velocity results in curves that achieve

stabilization at a faster rate and the aqueous bacteria front arrives at the outlet, sooner (Figure

3.9, Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.10 Sensitivity analysis for velocity Plot 2

As the velocity increases, the transport of bacteria occurs at a faster rate, however

accumulation is not as significantly influenced by velocity as much as is transport. However,

regardless of the increase or decrease in the value of velocity, the duration of Phase I does not

exceed the first quarter of the duration of all three stages of accumulation as can be seen from the

results given in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6. The simulations were run until the end of the plateau

stage for each velocity thus end at various times. Thus, the appearance times of bacteria,

durations of log accumulation and time to plateau phase differs in each simulation. However, the

proportion between the Phase I duration and Phase II duration are similar. In the case where the

rate-limiting process rates are set equal, tIle switch between phases occur as a smooth curve

(Figure 3.11, Table 3.5), whereas when the base case is simulated (Figures 3.9 and 3.10, Table

3.6), a sudden rise occur at the switch points. As opposed to the source concentration
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simulations, the change in relative concentration from 't to 't+1 is constant for each curve. The

. . ..
increase or decrease in velocity does not effect the amount of rise. When Figures 3.9 and 3.10 are

compared to Figure 3.11, it is observed that, in the case when rate-limited process rates are set

equal, the log accumulation and plateall stages are longer, hence the Phase II lasts longer. The

base case has the same Phase I durations as Figure 3.11, however the plateau stages are reached

more rapidly.

Velocity (m day-I) Duration of Phase I (r) (day) Duration of Simulation (TSTOP) (day)

1.0 10800 30000

5.0 2160 5000

10 1080 5000

50 216 600

Table 3.5 Sensitivity analysis results for velocity
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Figure 3.11 Sensitivity Analysis for velocity with rate-limiting process rates are set equal
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The sensitivity analysis for dispersivity is condllcted for values between 0.01 and Sm.

The effect of dispersivity is easily observed in that as dispersivity increases, the time required to

reach the olltlet increases and the slope of the breakthrollgh curve becomes less steep (Figures

3.12 and 3.13). The simulations were conducted for base case over 5000 to 10000 days. When

dispersivity was as high as 5m, the log accumulation period exceeded the simlilation period and

the plateau was reached slightly over 10000 days in case of Figure 3.12, and over 12000 days in

case of Figure 3.13. As dispersivity increases, the two layers of biofilm covers the substratum

mllch faster, hence Phase I is shorter and attachment-detachment are the most dominant

processes dllring the log accllilllilation period. The duration of the log accumlllation period is

significantly influenced by changes in dispersivity. The Phase I duration does not change

significantly between the base case and the simlliation done with equalized rate-limiting process

rates. Ho\vever, the dllration of the processes decrease in case of base case. As discussed

previollsly this is mainly due to reduction in attachment and detachment rate between nvo

simulations. The results of the sensitivity analysis for dispersivity are given in Table 3.6.

Dispersivity (rn) Duration of Phase I ('t) (day)

0.01 3700

0.05 3350

I 0.1 3100
I

I 0.5 2160

11.0 I 1700

I 5.0 700

'Table 3.6 Sensitivity analysis reslilts for dispersivity
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The sensitivity analysis for fractllre aperture is run for 5 different values. The simulations

last untii the end of the plateau stage for each value, and thus end at various times. In case of

fracture aperture (Figures 3.14 and 3.15), as the aperture decreases, the time required for the

plateau stage increases drastically. This could be because lower the fracture aperture, the slower

the transport is expected.
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Figure 3.12: Sensitivity analysis for dispersivity

The change in fracture aperture does not effect the ratio of the duration of Phase I to

Phase II. Phase I still lasts through the first quarter of the simulation. However the total duration

of accumulation increases as fracture aperture decreases. The rise in the relative concentration, in

the base case simulation, does not change with increasing fracture aperture. There occurs a slight
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difference between the switch points in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15, which indicates the duration

ofPhase"aoI is' very similar. The results for aperture simulations are in Table 3.7:

Fracture Aperture (2b) (m) Duration of Phase I ('t) (day)

2.5 x 10-5 44000

5.0 x 10-5 22000

0.0001 10800

0.0005 2200

0.001 1080

Table 3.7 Sensitivity analysis results for fracture aperture
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Figure 3.13 Dispersivity with rate-limiting process rates are set equal
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the base case simulation, does not change with increasing fracture aperture. There occurs a slight

difference between the switch poi.nts in Figllre 3.14 and Figure 3.15, which indicates the duration

of Phase I is very similar. TIle reslLlts for aperture simulations are in Table 3.7.

Fracture Apertllre (2b) (m) Dllration of Phase I (1:) (day)

2.5 x 10-5 44000

5.0 x 10-5 22000

0.0001 10800

0.0005
1

2200

0.001 1080

Table 3.7 Sensitivity analysis reSlllts for fractllre aperture
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Cell size influences the duratio11 of Pl1ase I. The detennination of the point at which

Phase I is completed, is based on the bacterial cell size and mass. The larger the bacteria, the

faster the substratum will be covered. The concentration of bacterial cells is represented as mass

per volume of aqueous phase. Thus, if the lTIaSS of one bacterial cell is higher, then when the

concentration is divided by mass of one bacterial cell, the number of cells will be lower. When

the number of cells are less, then the accumulation will occur at a slower rate. In the simulation

for base case, because Phase I process rates are different than Phase II process rates, a rise occur

at the switch point. Also, the duration of log accumulation stage is shorter, Phase I lasts shorter

as cell size increases (Figure 3.16). Since Phase II dominates the over all accumulation and rates

in Phase II are faster, the log accumulatio11 period occurs faster. In case where Phase I process

rates are equal to Phase II process rates, the durations of the 3 accumulation stages remain the

same for different values of bacteria size (Figure 3.17). Such behavior suggests that, bacteria

size, coupled with rate-limiting processes can effect the duration of the accumulation period.

In order to predict the rate of biofillTI accumulation, a sensitivity analysis on the number

of layers is also performed. When the number of layers is equal to two, the switch between

phases occurs as in the base case. It is assumed that the substratum is fully covered, thus no

substratum-bulk fluid interface occurs, a11d adsorption-desorption is dominated by attachment-

detachment. The results of the sensitivity analysis to the number of biofilm layers indicate that

the first layer of biofilm occurs at 2000 days, and then another layer is accumulated every

100days. In the case where Phase I process rates are equal to Phase II process rates, it was found

for the base case that a single layer of biofiln1 is formed in 2040 days, and the second layer is

accumulated only 120 days after that (Figllre 3.19). For three and four layers of biofilm, the
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Phase I duration is 2400 days. It is observed that the initial accumulation of biofilm layers fall

... .
into the log accumulation stage.

Number of Layers Duration of Accumulation (days)

1 2000

2 2200

3 2300

4 2400

5 2500

Table 3.8 Accumulation of layers
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The sensitivity analysis for rate-limited process rates are only conducted for the base case, as it is

the effe~ts of changes ill those rates are that beil1g sought. The results for rate-limited adsorption

indicate that when the rate is lovver than 0.01 day-I, Phase I dominates the whole acculTIulation

period and two layers of biofilm do not OCCllr. Thus we see a smooth Phase I curve (Figure 3.21).

For the base case, when the rate eqllals to 0.01 day-I, tvvo layers accumulate in 250 days. It is

observed that as adsorption rate increases, the dllration of Phase I increases (Figure 3.20, Table

3.9). When the adsorption rate is high, the bacteria entering the fracture from the inlet adsorbs to

the substratum faster, leaving the aqlleollS phase moving towards olltlet with less concentration

of bacteria. Thus when the same \rOlllme of aqlleollS phase reaches the outlet, the concentration is

significantly less. With lesser concentration at the outlet accumulation takes longer. So, despite

the expectation of a drop in the dllration of Phase I \vith increasing adsorption, the accumulation

slo\vs down at "the olltlet". For rate-limited adsorption values less than and eqllal to 1.0 day-I,

the switch point occurs in the form of a rise. Before the vale of t, the adsorption rate is so lo\v,

that desorption dominates the processes and increases the aqlleous phase concentration, bllt after

the switch point, the attachment rate is higher than the adsorption rate, thus the aqueous

concentration declines and diminishes the log accllillulation process. For values higher than 1,

because of the difference between Phase I and Phase II rates, a sudden rise occurs. Inspecting the

adsorption pattern towards the inlet (at 1m) it is observed that the accumulation occurs much

faster, in 15 to 60 days (Figllre 3.22). The inverter, calculates very little data before t, thus the

values are relatively high, and a drop OCCllrs at T. This indicates that during the period before t,

accllffiulation OCCllfS very rapidly, and then Phase II takes o'ver and occurs slower than Phase I.
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Rate-Limited Adsorption Coefficient (k t) (day-I) Duration of Phase I (1:) (day) I

1.0 x 10-5 . (no Phase II)

0.0001 (no Phase II)

0.001 (no Phase II)
I

0.01 250

1.0 850
I

5.0 3400

10.0 6230
I

Table 3.9 Sensitivity analysis reslllts for rate-limited adsorption

A sensitivity analysis on rate-limited desorption is applied for values between 0.5 and

20.0 day-I. When the desorption rate is less thall 0.001 days-I, the accumulation is slow at the

outlet, up to 1.5 X 107 days. In the case vvhere the desorption rate is 0.1 days-I, at the time of

switch the rise in relative concentration is from 6.0 x 10-4 to 1.0 all of a slldden. i\t 0.5 days-I, the

switch occur at 19750 days. Thus Phase I is completed in 19750 days and the accllffiulation of

two layers is completed. Tl1ere exists a significant difference betvveen Phase I mass transfer rates

and Phase II mass transfer rates, depending on the amount of this difference, there exists a

sudden rise in the concentration in T. Higl1er the difference betvveen the mass transfer rates,

higher the rise occurs. As the desorption rate increases, the duration of Phase I decreases. Since

the adsorption and desorption are reverse processes, the effect of desorption is the opposite of

adsorption. When the bacteria entering the fracture desorb rapidly at the inlet, the concentration

in aqueous phase moving tovvards outlet is higl1er, thus allowing more bacteria to reach the outlet

in a shorter period of tilne. A change in the desorption also influences the ratio of Phase I and
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Phase II periods. As the desorptioll decreases, the log accumulation period is shorter and more

rapid. Also,. the lower the desorption rate, the longer the Phase I (Figures 3.23 and 3.24, Table

3.10). As the desorption rate increases, the curve reaches tI1eplateau stage sooner, since more

bacteria is desorbed backed il1to tIle aqlleous phase. In case of low desorption rates, the aqueous

phase, transported to the outlet carries less bacteria, but eventually, the adsorbed bacteria towards

the inlet desorbs back into the aqueolls phase, and transported to the outlet, hence all the

breakthrollgh curves slovvly or rapidly, depending on the rates, reach the,plateau stage \vhere the

relative concentration is 1.0. Similarly at 1m, as the desorption rate increases, the duration of the

accumulation decreases since more and more bacteria is carried to 1m with increasing

desorption.

Rate-Limited Desorption Coefficient (k2) (day-I) Duration of Phase I (1) (day)
I
,

0.5 19750
I

1.0 10750 I
I
j

i

3.0 4680 I

I
I

6.0 2580 I

I

10 1440
I
I

I
15 1020 I

20 780
I

Table 3.10 Sensitivity analysis results for rate-lilnited desorption
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Both in the attachment and detachment sensitivity analyses it is observed that Phase I

occurs rapidly, and Phase II dominates the majority of accumulation period. If detachment rate

is less than or equal to 0.01, Phase I lasts till 2160 days, however after 't, the aqueous phase

concentration drops drastically, mainly dlle to the attachment rate being much higher than the

detachment rate and dominating the accumulation process (Figure 3.26). When the detachment

rate starts to increase, the duration of Phase II decreases. Duration of Phase I is independent of

Phase II rates as expected. For the detachment rates between 1 and 5 day-I, Phase II dominates

the majority of the accumulation and is very slow. The switch point is at 2200 days. After 5

day-I, the switch point drops to 2160 dlle to the time set up, since TSTOP is reduced too (Figure

3.27). The rise or drop is seen at the switcl1 point as previously, due to the effect of different

mass transfer rates in two phases. Simulations show that Phase II duration speeds up after 5

day-I. The effect of the detachment in Phase II is very similar to the effect of the desorption in
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Phase I. It should not be forgotten that the detachment occurs in larger masses of cells stuck

~ . .. ..
together where the desorption occurs at single cellular scale. Thus in real life, same rate of the

detachment would increase the aqueous phase solution concentration more than the desorption.

When the detachment rate is higher than or equal to 10 day-I, the difference between Phase I

mass transfer rates and the detachment rate increases, thus a sudden rise in the aqueous phase

concentration is seen, due to the increasing detachment rate. Also it is observed that the Phase

II aqueous concentration is quite high, which indicates the ineffectiveness of the attachment.

As the attachment rate increases the log accumulation period lasts longer. Since the

attachment is much more rapid, the aqueous phase concentration decreases, thus it takes more

source concentration to carry the relative concentration to 1.0 (Figures 3.28 and 3.29).

Attachment rate has no effect on Phase I duration, however the differences in 't occur due to the

changing simulation period. When the attachment rate is lower than 1.0, Phase I period lasts

longer and immediately after Phase I stops, the concentration increases very rapidly due to the

differences in the mass transfer rates in two phases. When the attachment is so low, that it is

very insignificant, the detachment dominates the Phase II and increases the aqueous phase

concentration very fast. The log accumulation period is very fast, and since Phase II is short,

the plateau phase is reached quickly. As the attachment rate increases, the log accumulation and

the plateau stages and Phase II in overall slow down and relative concentration of 1.0 is

reached in the late time. The increase in the attachment rate will aid in chunks of bacteria

sticking the surface thus lowering the aqueous phase concentration.
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The growth rate neither effects the duration of Phase I, nor the Phase II (Figures 3.30

and 3.31). For various growth rates, duration of Phase I and Phase II are the same. Increasing

the growth rate, slightly speeds up the log accumulation stage. However, the relative

concentration is influenced by the growth rate. As the growth rate increases, the relative

concentration increases which indicates that the aqueous concentration at the observation point

is much higher than the source concentration, which can be explained by the growth rate. The

nutrient and the decay rates act as limiting processes, thus the growth does not continue to

increase the aqueous phase concentration, and eventually a plateau is reached. The addition of

the growth and the decay does not effect the durations of accumulation stages or the

accumulation phases. When the mass transfer rates in two phases are equal to each other, the

switch between two phases occur as a smooth curve. Duration of Phase I is between 2250 and
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2400 days. When the sensitivity analysis is applied to the base case, the duration of Phase I is

... . . .. 1
between 2210 and 2340 days. If the growth rate is less than or equal to 1.0 day- , with the

presence of decay rate, decay rate dominates and there is not enough bacteria to create two

layers of biofilm. Also, if growth rate is much higher than the decay rate, then growth

dominates all processes and accumulation of layers may block the fracture. In case when the

mass transfer rates are different, a sudden rise in aqueous phase concentration is seen, as in

previous sensitivity analyses.
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Figure 3.31 Sensitivity analysis for growth with rate-limiting process rates are set equal

The decay rate (Figures 3.32 and 3.33) does not influence the duration of the Phase I or

Phase II periods the same as the growth rate. Also, similar to the growth rate, the decay rate has

an influence only on the relative concentration and slightly on the log accumulation period. As
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the decay rate decreases, the log accumulation period is shorter, the relative concentration

decreases a~d plateaus at lower relative concentrations than 1.0. If the decay"rate is as high as

6.0 day-l then there exists a lack of bacteria to form 2 layers ofbiofilm, thus Phase I dominates

and the relative concentration plateaus at a very low value, less than 0.05. As experienced

before, with the two phases' mass transfer rates equal, a smooth curve is received, whereas in

simulations done with the base case data, there exists a sudden rise at the switch point. As the

decay rate decreases, the rise increases. With high decay rates, since no switch occur, a smooth

breakthrough curve plateau at low relative concentration is observed.
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Irreversible adsorption is one of the Phase I processes and has a relatively important

-. • .. A

effect on the accumulation period. Even with low values, the bacteria irreversibly adsorb to the

substratum, thus fewer bacteria are carried to the outlet. As irreversible adsorption increases,

the duration of Phase I increases, which indicates the accumulation is slowing down. This

effect is similar to rate-limited adsorption but in this case the breakthrough curve may not reach

the relative concentration of 1.0, instead depending on the value of the irreversible adsorption

rate, may plateau at a lower relative concentration. When the irreversible adsorption has a value

of 1.0, the inflowing bacteria are sorbed at the inlet so that less are carried to the outlet,

however that amount carried to the outlet is not enough to create two layers of biofilm (Table

3.11), thus Phase I dominates the process with very low relative concentration value (Figures

3.35 and 3.36). The rates of 0.5 and 1.0 are high enough to prevent the accumulation, thus

without reaching two layers, the relative concentration reaches a constant value less than 0.015.

Values between °and 0.5 allow the accumulation. At the switch point, 't, the sudden rise is

observed again. An increase in the irreversible adsorption, causes the Phase I to last longer and

the rise at 't is slightly increased. Those values let the relative concentration eventually reach

1.0, due to the constant source concentration. When the mass transfer values of two phases are

set to equal, all the curves exhibit exactly the same behavior, except the duration of Phase I

changes (Figure 3.36).
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Figure 3.35 Sensitivity analysis for irreversible adsorption with rate-limiting process rates are

set equal

Irreversible Adsorption Coefficient (kp) (day-I) Duration of Phase I (~) (day)

0 2184

1.0 x 10-5 2184

0.0001 2184

0.001 2184

0.01 2280

0.1 2340

0.15 No switch
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Table 3.11 Sensitivity analysis for irreversible adsorption coefficient
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Figure 3.36 Base case versus Heaviside Step Function

The code BIOFRAC can simulate four different types of source concentrations. The

base case and all the sensitivity analysis are simulated with the first source concentration where

a constant bacterial concentration is supplied into the fracture all through the simulation period.

The next source concentration that is simulated is the Heaviside Step Function, a

function that increases discontinuously from zero to one at the origin being constant, as

represented by Equation 2.28. In other words, it increases discontinuously from zero to one at

t==t'. In this simulation, the usage of Heaviside is that, before t', there is no source concentration

influx and after t' there exists a constant source concentration, which is equal to co. This

enables us to control the arrival of the bacterial front. The duration of Phase I is not effected till

t' exceeds 10 days. After 10days as t' increases, the duration of Phase I increases. This is due to

the lagging effect of Heaviside Step Function. The rise at 't remain the same with changing 1'.
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Also, the log accumulation and the plateau durations are not effected from the lagging effect

(Figure 3.36).

The third input function is the exponentially decaying function where the input bacteria

concentration is decaying in time with a factor ofB, as presented earlier in Equation 2.29. Even

with very low values, exponential decay constant has a major effect on the accumulation. It

does not allow the relative concentration to rise to 1 and plateau there. The breakthrough curve

peaks at a low relative concentration and then decays (Figure 3.37). The higher the exponential

decay constant B is, the more drastic the effect on accumulation is. When B is higher than or

equal to 0.05, the accumulation of 2 layers of bacteria does not occur. Since source

concentration is not enough, and what adsorbs, desorbs back into the aqueous phase. This is

coupled with the very low value of irreversible adsorption. So, at the observation point, the

outlet, the accumulation does not occur.
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Last function that controls the input source concentration is the exponentially rising

function---(Equation 2.30, Figure 3.38). This time the exponential rise constant is B. This input

function does not allow the concentration to rise past the value of co.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this researc11 was to develop an analytical model for bacterial

accuffililation in a discrete fractllre. The first objective was to identify the processes involved in

bacterial accumulation and transport, then develop a mathematical model describing the

processes and solve this in the L,aplace space. The second objective was to use the model to

detennine which of the identified processes are dominant in controlling the rate of bacterial

transport and accumulation.

The understanding of basic processes that aid in accumlllatioll, lead to organization of

the soilition of the problenl in t\VO pl1ases. The first phase, called Phase I, is the adsorption

desorption dominated phase, \v11ich OCCllrs at the bull< flliid-substratum interface and ends with

the accuilllllation of tvvo layers of biofilm, covering the entire of sllbstratum. Adsorption

desorption stops at this point and the second phase, called Phase II, which is the attachment

detachment dominated phase, starts. Adsorption-desorption processes occur as single cells,

whereas attachment-detachment processes OCCllr as grollps of cells. Those four processes are

assumed to be rate limited.

i\. simple analytical model is llndertaken in order to define the transport of bacteria in

fractured media and define the separatio11 between sorption dominated phase and attachment

detachment dominated phase.

The development of the model starts \vith the advection-dispersion equation. After

advection-dispersion equation was joined w'ith accumulation processes which include growth,

decay, adsorption-desorption, attachment-detachn1e11t, irreversible adsorption, it was modified

to account for fractured media. Four source fllnctions were included to account for the input
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source condition for bacterial transport. The solution method is based on the Laplace transfonn

method,'" which was used to reduce the time differential term to an algebraic term. The final

governing equation is simplified and solved as an ordinary differential equation.

A Fortran code BIOFRAC, was vvritten to SilTIlllate the concentration versus time at an

observation location. The code llsed based on inversion of the Laplace transform and the output

was in real space. The model for Phase I \vas verified by comparing to the Ogata-Banks

solution and the model for Phase II vvas verified by comparing to a Non-Homogenous version

of the Ogata-Banks solution. The thorollgh verification process demonstrated clearly that the

model developed, is capable of accllrately describing tIle bacteric~J transport processes that

OCCllr in a discrete fractllre. Once the implementation of the code was accomplished, a

sensitivity analysis on the inpllt parameters "vas performed.

Source concentration was observed to be al1 important parameter SInce it strongly

inflllences the effect of transport on accUffilllation. The sensitivity analysis ,,"vas run with a

constant source concentration. It "vas observed that the accUilllllation of two layers of biofilm

does not occur until the SOllrce concentration is as high as 1 gr ill-3. As more bacteria are

supplied, the duration of Phase I decreases and the accUffilllation occurs at a faster rate.

An increase in velocity calIse transport to occur at a faster rate, thus bacteria are

accumulated sooner. Similarly, as dispersivity increases, the rate of vvhich the two layers of

biofilm cover the substratum is mllch faster. Increasing fracture aperture allows for more

transport and thus more accUffilllatioll, resulting in a decrease in the dllration of Phase I. Cell

mass and size playa role at the switch bet\veen Phase I and Phase II. The larger the bacteria

size, the faster the substratllill "viII be covered, thllS the faster the accumulation. The

simulations condllcted with changing 1111mber of layers indicate that the accllmulation OCCllrs
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mainly during the log accun1ulation period and t11e duration of accumulation of layers have a

constant time difference betvveen each layer.

Increasing the adsorption rate also increases the dllration of Phase I. In order to observe

the behavior of sorption processes, two observation locations are used, one towards the inlet at

1ill and one at the outlet at 10m. Contrary to the assllmption of unifonn biofilm thickness, the

accumulation starts from the inlet a11d slowly moves tOvvards the olltlet. The effluent bacteria

stars sorbing towards the inlet, thus the bacterial concentration in aqlleollS phase moving

towards the outlet drops, slowing the accllmulation at the outlet.

Increasing the desorption rate, redllces t11e dllration of Phase I, speeding up the

accumulation, The reasoni11g is exactly the same as the reasoning for the adsorption. The

bacteria start to desorb and adsorb from the inlet, thllS vvhen desorption rate is high, more

adsorbed bacteria desorb back to the aqlleous phase, thllS more bacteria are carried towards the

outlet, making it possible to aCC1UTIlllate faster at the farther distances from the outlet.

It vvas also observed that Phase I OCCilrs more rapidly than Phase II. The effect of

increasing attachment rate is longer log accllmlllatio11 period. The increase in attachment callses

larger groups of bacteria to stick the sllrface, thllS lovvering the aqlleous phase concentration.

Similar to desorption, higher rates of detachment speeds up the transport.

The effect of growth and decay rates are seen in the overall relative concentration. Both

processes have no significant effect on transport, hovvever increase the concentrations in both

aqueous and sorbed phases.

Irreversible adsorption has a dominant effect on both transport and accumulation

processes. If the rate of irreversible adsorption is high and more bacteria stick at the outlet, less

bacteria are transported to\vards the outlet. Since it is an irreversible process, it can effect the
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aqueous phase concentration, nl.aking it ilnpossible for the relative concentration to reach a

value ofl.O.

The simulations were also rlill for differe11t inpllt fllnctions. Four source concentrations

are simulated. The constant SOllfce concentration is used in sensitivity analy'sis. Heaviside Step

Function, exponentially decaying and exponentially rising functions are simulated separately.
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APPENDIX A

SOURCE CODE AND SAMPLE INPUT, OUTPUT AND PLOT

FILES

Input files have the extension .inp. The output files have the extension .011t and the plot

files have the extension .pIt. Fortran SOllrce code has been developed in Fortran Po\verStation

4.0 l\!Iicrosoft Developer Stlldio and has the extension .for.

Source code, BIOFRAC.for:

PROGRAlvI BIOFRAC
C***************************************************************************
c
C 'THIS CODE SINIULTES THE Bl\CTERIAL ACC1JMULA"TION IN FRP~CT1JRED

:NIEDIA
C: WITH Ri\TE-LIMITED SORPTION. SORPTION IS DOMINi\NT TILL NLL
LAr~ERS OF
C BIOFIL~1 i\RE ACCUMULATED. i\T TINIE=='Ti\O vVHEN NLL LAYERS OF
BIOFILNI
C ACClTMULATES AND THE SUBSTRATlJM IS FULLY COVERED, THEN
SORPTION IS
C DONIINATED BY ATTACHMENT A:NTI DETACHMENT.
C THE ADVECTION-DISPERSION EQU~L\TIONIS J\;10DIFIED TO ACCOtJNT FOR
C BACTERIAL ACCU}\JIULATION AND TRANSPORT IN i\ DISCRETE
FRi\CT1JRE.
C THE i\NALYTICAL SOLU'IION IS IN L~t\PL"ACESPACE A~TI INvERTED BACK
C TO REAL SPACE BY USING DEHOOG ALGORITHM.
C
C
C 1\;1. BEYZ.LL\ YAZICIOGLU
C 2002
c***************************************************************************
c



T - TIME (T)
TSTOP - DlJRATION OF THE EXPER1V1ENT (T)
BKS - SAT~L\TION RATE COEFFICIENT FOR BACTERIA (NI/L**3)
BS - SlJBSTRATE CONCENT~L\TION(MIL**3)
IXFT - F(T) == 1.F(T)==CO OR

2.F(T)==HEAVISIDE STEP F1.JNCTION OR
3.F(T)==EXP.DECAYING SOlJRC-E OR
4.F(T)==EXP. RISING SOlTReE

XKI - RATE - LINIITED ADSOPRTION CONSTANT (liT)
XK2 - Ri\TE - LI~!JITED DESORPTION CONSTANT (liT)
XKDET - DET~L\CHNIENT CONSTANT (liT)
XLL\T - ATTACHMENT CONSTANT (liT)
XMAX - 1\!lAXIMUM SPECIFIC GROvVT'H CONSTANT OF BACTERIA (liT)
X~1 - GRO\tVTH CONSTANT OF BACTERIA (liT)
XLALvI - DECA\T CONSTA1"TT OF BACTERIA (liT)
XKP - IRREVERSIBLE ADSORPTION CONSTANT (IlL)

v - i\VERAGE VELOCITY OF FLUID IN FRACTURE (LIT)
ALP - DISPERSIVIT):T (L)
DL - LONGITlJDINAL DISPERSION COEFF. (L**2/T)
XTvVOB - FRACT1JRE APERTURE, 2b (L)
NFL - F~L\CTURE LENGTH (L)
ICOLUNIN - LOCATION IN THE, FRi\CTURE (L)
XCvV - BACTERIAL CELL WIDTH (L)
XCL - Bi\CTERIAL CELL LENGTH (L)
XCH - BACTERIA CELL HIGHT (L)
NLL - NlJNIBER OF LAyTERS OF SORBED CELLS ON ONE FRACTURE vVAL·L
XCNI-L;\SS - lVli\.SS OF ONE BACTERIAL CELL (NI)

III

C IJIST OF Pi\Rl\11ETERS
C*****~**~*********************************************~******~*************

C
C C - CONCENTRATION OF Bl\CTERIA IN AQUEOUS PHi\SE (M/L**3)
C XBIGS - CONCENTRATION OF SORBED BACTERIA AT TIME TAO (M/L**3)
C AVSORB - AVERAGE SORBED CONCENTRATION OF Bl-\CTERIA ALONG THE
FRACTURE (NI/L**3)
C ROvVAV - AVERAGE AQUEOUS CONCENTRATION OF BACTERIA ~L\LONG

THE F~L\CTURE (M/L**3)
C XCO - CONSTANT SOURCE CONCENTRATION OF BACTERIA
C ENTERING THE FRACT1JRE (NI/L**3)
C
C TPRINIE - FROM HEAVISIDE FNC. DURATION OF CONSTANT INPUT (T)
C BDEC - DECAY CONST~L\NTFOR EXPONENTIALLY RISING i\ND DEC"L\YING
FUNCTION
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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C***************************************************************************
**

~ .
C INPUT IS IN FILE BIOFRAC.INP
C OUTPUT IS IN FILE BIOFRAC.OUT
C PLOT FILE IS BIOFRAC.PLT
C***************************************************************************
**
C

INIPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DllifENSION C(O:500,O:500),'T(0:500)
DATA IDi\TiVO/

C
C OPEN FILES
C
C BIOFRAC.INP PROVIDES INPUT PARAL\1ETERS
C BIOFRi\.C.OUT PROVIDES 'THE CALCULATED RESULTS
e ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

OPEN(UNIT~7,FILE~'BIOFRAe.INP',STATUS~'UNKNOY\TN')

OPEN(UNIT~8,FILE~'BIOFR.A.C. OUT',STATUS=='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(lJNIT~9,FILE~!BIOFRi\C.PLT',STJ.~TUS~'UNKNOWN')

e
c
C REi\D FRON! !N'PUT FILE
C ~~~~==~~==~=======~~~~~~==~~~~

READ(7,1000) xeo
READ(7, 1000) TPRIME
READ(7,1000) BDEC
READ(7,lOOO) V
READ(7,1000) ALP
READ(7, 1000) XTWOB
READ(7,1 001) NFL,
READ(7,1000) XFW
READ(7,lOOO) XCW
READ(7,1000) XCL
READ(7,1000) XCH
READ(7,1000) XCMASS
RE,AD(7, 100 1) NLL
READ(7, 1000) XK1
READ(7, 1000) XK2
READ(7,1000) XKDET
READ(7,1000) XKAT
READ(7,1000) XMAX
READ(7, 1000) XLAl\JI
READ(7, 1000) XKP
READ(7, 1000) BKS
READ(7, 1000) BS



RE~A.D(7,1000) ERROR
REA.D(7, 1000) ALPHA
REl\D(7, 1000) TFACT
READ(7,1001) NTERM
READ(7,1000) TSTART
READ(7, 1000) TSTOP
READ(7,1001) NT
READ(7,1001) IXFT

C
C CALCULi-\TE DL, 2/2B, GRO\tVTH CONSTANT,
C CONCENTRATION AT THE END OF ADS-DES PERIOD
C =======================================

DL=DCMPLX(V*ALP)
XTWTWOB==DCMPLX(2.0D+0/XT\tVOB)
XM=DCMPLX(XMAX*BS)/(BKS+BS))
XCHECK=DCMPLX(2.0D+O*NLL*NFL*XFvV/(XCL*XCvV))

C
C CHECK BIOFILM THICKNESS
C HAS TO BE LESS THEN FRACTURE i\PERTURE
C ==============================

XBIOTHICK=DCNIPLX(2.0D+0*NLL*XCH)
IF(XBIOTHICK.GT.XTWOB) THEN
vVRITE(* ,3)
ELSEIF (XBIOTHICK.EQ.XTvVOB) THEN
WRITE(*,4)
ENDIF

C
C INITIALIZE TIME VALVES
C ===============================

RAL'JGE=TSTOP-TSTART
STEP=RAL"JGE/DFLOAT(NT)
SlTNI=TSTART
DO 10 IROvV=I,NT
SUM=SlJM+STEP
T(IROvV)=SUM

10 CONTINUE

C
C CALCULATE CONSTANTS FOR INVERSION
C BIGT AND ATER1\1
C i\NTI
C LOOP THROUGH TINIE AND CALL THE "N~1J~/IERIC.LL\LINVERTER
C ~~=~~~==~========================~~~==~~==~======~=========~===============
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FXNNUMB==1.0
XGAP==O

DO 31 IROW==l,NT

ROWAV==O.OD+O
DO 30 ICOLUMN==l,NFL

BIGT==TFACT*TSTOP
ATERM==ALPHA-(DLOG(ERROR)/(2.DO*BIGT))

CALL HOOG2(BIGT,ATERivI,NTERLvl,T(IRO'vV),C(IROvV,ICOLUMN),
*XCO,T'PRIME,BDEC,ICOLUMN,V,DL,XTWTvVOB,XK1,XK2,XKAT,XKDET,

*XM,XLAM,XKP,XCATTAO,FXNNUMB,IXFT,XGi\P)

ROWAV==RO'vVAV+C(IROvV,NFL)

30 CONTINUE

ROvVAV==DCMPLX(RO'vVAY*XCOINFL)

XAV==XK2-XM+XLANI
AYSORB==DCMPLX((1.0D+O-CDEXP(DC~'fPLX(

XAV)*T(IROW)))*XK1 *ROvVAV/XAV)

ROWTOT==DCMPLX(AYSORB*2.0D+O**XCH*NFL*XFW/XCMASS)

IF(ROvVTOT.GE.XCHECK) THEN

IF (FXNNUMB.EQ.l) THEN

XGAP == T(IRO'vV)

XCATTAO==DCMPLX(ROWAV)

ENDIF

FXNNLTMB==2

ENDIF

C
C CONSTRAIN THE OUTPUT
C ==================================================

IF(C(IROvV,ICOLillifN).LE.l.0D-6) C(IRov\r,ICOLlJ"NIN)==1.0D-6
31 CONTINLJE
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c __.
C INITLt\LIZE THE OUTPUT FILE (GIVES CICO VS T)
C ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WRITE(8,5)
'vVRITE(8,6) ALP,DL,XTWOB,NFL,XKl,XI(2,XKDET,XKAT,XM,XLAM,XKP,

*TSTOP,ROWAV,AVSORB,XGAP
c
C \tVRITE THE SOURCE CONDITION
C ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

IF(IXFT.EQ.l) THEN
vVRITE(8,26)
ELSE
E:N'DIF
IF(IXFT.EQ.2) THEN
y\lRITE(8,27)
ELSE
ENTIIF
IF(IXFT.EQ.3) THEN
v\rRITE(8,28)
ELSE
ENTIIF
IF(IXF'T.EQ.4) THEN
vVRITE(8,29)
ELSE
E:N'TIIF
IF(IXFT.EQ.2) THEN
vVRITE(8,41) TPRI:NIE
ELSE
E~TIIF

c
C OUTPUT FILE
C ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

vVRITE(8,7)
vVRITE(8,9)
vVRITE(8,8) (IROW,T(IROW),C(IROW,NFL),IROvV~l,NT)

c
C INITll\LIZE PLOT FILE
C ~~=~==~~~~~~~~=~~=~~=

WRITE(9,20)
vVRITE(9,21) NT,ID~L\TA
vVRITE(9,22) (T(IROvV),C(IRO\tV,~~L),IRO v'l~1,NT)

c
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C END EXECUTION
C ~~=~=~========

WRITE(* ,*) , ,
WRITE(*,*) , Completed BITTI! ',ROWAV,AVSORB,XGAP,ROWTOT,

*XCHECK
vVRITE(*,*) , ,

c
C FORNIAT STATEMENTS
C ~~==~==============

3 FO~i\;IAT(II' TOO MANY LAYERS OF BIOFILM. PLEASE REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF

* LAYERS 'II)
4 FORMAT(II' THIS BIOFILM THICKNESS WOULD CLOG THE FRACTURE,
PLEASE

* RECUDE THE NUMBE,R OF LAYERS 'II)
5 FORNIAT(II' ACCU:rvlULATION OF BACTERIA IN FRACTURED ~IEDIA: C VS. T 'I

*/)
6 FORMAT(II' ----------------------------------------------------

*-----'1
*, Dispersivity (1) = ',FI2.5,1

*' 'I---------------------------------------------------------I

*, Dispersion coefficient (1**2/t) = ',FI2.5,1
*' ---------------------------------------------------------'I

*, Fracture apertllre (1) = ',FI2.S,1
*' ---------------------------------------------------------'I

*, Fracure length (1) = ',112.5,/
*' ---------------------------------------------------------'I

*, Rate-limited adsorption constant (lit) = ',F12.5,1
*, ---------------------------------------------------------'I

*, Rate-limited desorption constant (lit) ~ ',FI2.5,1
*, ---------------------------------------------------------'I
*, Detachment constant (lit) = ',FI2.5,1

*' ---------------------------------------------------------'I
*, Attachment constant (lit) = ',F12.5,1

*' 'I---------------------------------------------------------I

'/
---------------------------------------------------------j

*, Nlaximum grovvth rate of bacteria
*,

(lit) = ',FI2.S,1

f/
---------------------------------------------------------j

*, Decay constant of bacteria (lit) = ',F12.5,1
*' ---------------------------------------------------------'I

*, Irreversible adsorption constant (lit) ~ ',FI2.S,1
*, ---------------------------------------------------------'I

*' Dllration of the experiment (lit) = ',F12.S,!
*' ---------------------------------------------------------'I

*, i-\v'erage conc. along fract. @svvitch (lit) = ',FI2.5,1
*'
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*, i\verage sorbed cone. @s\vitch (l/t) == ',F12.5,1
~~~ . --------------------------------------------------------- 'I

*, Switch Time (XGAP) (lit) == ',FI2.5,1
*' ---------------------------------------------------------'I)

7 FORMAT(//' I CONC. 'TIME')
8 FORMAT(I12,7X,EI2.4,7X,E12.4)
9 FORMAT('*******************************************************')
20 FORMAT(' ACC1JMULi\TION OF BACTERIA IN FRACTURED MEDIA: CICO YS.
T')
21 FORMAT(2IIO)
22 FORlvIA'T(2E12.4)
26 FORMi-\T('F(T)==CO')
27 FORMA'T('HEAVISIDE STEP FUNCTION F(T)==CO*H(t-tprime)')
28 FORiVIATCEXPONENTIALY DECAYING SOURCE F(T)==COexp(-Bt)')
29 FOR1\!I.cA.T('EXPONENTIALY RISING SOURCE F(T)==CO(l-exp(-Bt))')
41 FORlVIAT('TPRINIE == '2FIO.4)
42 FORLVlAT('vVHERE B == '2FIO.4)
1001 FO~\!lAT(I15)

1000 FORl\!lAT(E20.7)
STOP

END

C
C ************************************************************************
C
C FUNCTION 'TO BE INVERTED
C ====================================================================

FUNCTION FS(P,XCO;TPRLVIE,BDEC,ICOLUJVIN,V,DL,XTvVTWOB,XK1,
*XK2,XKA'T,XKDET,XNI,XLALVI,XKP,XCATTAO,FXNNUIvIB,IXFT,XGAP)

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
COMPLEX* 16 FS,P,ARG1,ARG2,ARG3,ARG4,ARG5,ARGI,ARG6,ARG7

COMPLEX*16 ALPHA,BETA,THETi\,XBIGS,XS,PHI,i\RGFIN

c
C 1ST EQUATION: BEFORE THE SWITCH
C ================================================================

IF (FXN~lJMB.EQ.l) THEN

C
C SOURCE CONDITION,
C ====================================

IF(IXFT.EQ.l)THEN
ARG6==DCNIPLX(XCO/P)



ELSE
~ . IF(IXFT.EQ.2)THEN

ARG6==DCNIPLX(XCO*(CDEXP(-TPRIME*P))/P)
ELSE

IF(IXFT.EQ.3)THEN
ARG6==DCMPLX(XCO/(P+BDEC))
ELSE

IF(IXFT.EQ.4) THEN
ARG6==DCNIPLX(XCO-(XCO/(P+BDEC)))
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF

C
C REDUCES TO OGAT-LA. BANKS WHEN ALL CONSTANTS ARE SET TO ZERO
C ====================================================================================================================

ARG1==DCMPLX(P-XNI+XK2+XLAi\!I)
ARG2==DCMPLX(XTWTvVOB*P*XKI/ARG1)
ARG3==DCl\JIPLX(ARG2-XNI+Y*XKP+XLALVI+P)
ARG4==DCMPLX(Y**2/(4.0D+O*DL**2)+ARG3/DL)
-LA.RG5==DCMPL,X(V/(2. OD+O*DL))
ARGI==DCJ\JIPLX(CDSQRT(ARG4))
ARG7==DCMPLX(ARG6*CDEXP(ICOLUMN*ARG5)*

*CDEXP(-ARGI*ICOLlJ1JIN))
FS==DCMPLX(ARG7/XCO)

ELSEIF (FXNN1JMB.EQ.2) THEN

C SOlJRCE CONDITION,
C ====================================

IF(IXFT.EQ.l)THEN
ARG6==DCMPLX(XCO/P)
ELSE

IF(IXFT.EQ.2)THEN
XHEAV==DCMPLX(XGAP-TPRINIE)
IF(XHEAV.LT.O)THEN
XCO==O.O
ENTIIF

ARG6==DCwfPLX(XCO*(CDEXP(-TPRINfE*P))/P)
ELSE
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... .

BDEC*XGAP))))

ENDIF
ENTIIF

ENDIF

IF(IXFT.EQ.3)THEN
XCO==DCMPLX(XCO*CDEXP(DCMPLX(-BPEC*XqAP)))
ARG6==DCMPLX(XCO/(P+BDEC))
ELSE

IF(IXFT.EQ.4) THEN
XCO==DClVIPLX(XCO*(1.Od+O-CDEXP(DCMPLX(-

ARG6==DCMPLX(XCO-(XCO/(P+BDEC)))
ENDIF

119

C
C FUNCTION2
C REDUCES TO NON - HOJVIOGENOUS OGi\Ti\ BANIZS WHEN CONSTi\NTS ARE
SET TO ZERO.
C REDUCES TO OGATA BANKS vVHEN CONSTANTS A~TI INITIAL CONDITION
ARE SET TO ZERO
C
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALPHA==DCMPLX(P/(P+XKDET-XJVI+XLANI))
BETA==DCMPLX(XK2-X:Nl+XLAlVI)
XBIGS==DCMPLX((l.OD+O-CDEXP(-BETA*XGAP))*XKl *XCATTAO/BETi\)

PHI==DCMPLX(-XCATTAO+XTWTWOB*XBIGS*(ALPHA-l.OD+O))
THETA==DCMPLX(XM-XLAM-P-XTvVT\VOB*P*XKi\T/(P+XKDET-

XM+XLi\1\1)))
XS==DCMPLX(PHI/THETA)
i\RG1==DCMPLX(XS)
ARG2==DCMPLX((-PHI+ARG6*THETA)/THET'~~)

ARG3==DCMPLX(V**2-4.0D+O*DL*THETA)

ARG4==DCNIPLX(V-CDSQRT(ARG3))
ARG5==DCMPLX(ARG4*ICOLUMN/2.0D+O/DL)
ARGFIN==DCMPLX(ARG1+ARG2*CDEXP(ARG5))
FS==DCMPLX(ARGFIN/XCO)

ENDIF

RETlJRL'J
END

c
C *****************************************
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c
C NU~1EI3-ICAL INVERSION OF LAPLACE TRANSFORMS
C
C *****************************************

SUBROUTINE
HOOG2(BIGT,ATERM,NTERNl,T,C,XCO,TPRIME,BDEC,ICOLUlVIN,V,

*DL,XTWTWOB,XKI,XK2,XKAT,XKDET,XM,
*XLAlYI,XKP,XCATTAO,FXNNUMB,IXFT,XGAP)

C ***********************************

C
C

C
C

c
C
C

C
C

c

SUBROUTINE FOR NLT1tlERICAL INVERSION OF LAPLACE TRANSFOR1\1S
USING THE QUOTIENT-DIFFERENCE ALGORITH1tf OF DE HaaG ET AL. (1982)

IMPLEMENTED BY: C.J. NEVILLE
SEPTEMBER 1989

NOTES: 1. THIS IS i\ DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION
2. THIS VERSION IS DESIGNED TO INVERT ANALYTICAL LAPLACE

TRANSFOR1VIED EXPRESSIONS

DECLARATION OF VARli\BLES

lNIPLICIT COJ\;IPLEX*16 (A-H,O-Z)
DThiIENSION D(O:40),WORK(O:40)
DOlJBLE PRECISION T,BlOT,ATE~\1,C,PI,FACTOR,ARGI,RESULT
DOUBLE PRECISION XCO,TPRIME,BDEC,V,DL,XTWTWOB,XKl,XK2,XKAT,

*XKDET,XNI,XLAM,XKP,XCATTi\O~FXNNUNIB,XGi\P

PI == 3.14I59265358979323846264338327950D+OO
ZERO == DCNIPLX(O.OD+OO,O.OD+OO)
ONE == DCMPLX(I.OD+OO,O.OD+OO)
TWO == DCJVIPLX(2.0D+OO,O.OD+OO)
FACTOR == PI/BIGT
lVI2==2 *NTERi\!I

C CHECK THi\T NTERi\1 IS A MULTIPLE OF 2 (>== 2)
C ====================================================================================

IF(JVI2.LT.2) THEN
WRITE(8, 100)

vVRITE(*, 100)
100 FORlVIAT(5X,'ERROR: NTERL\1 MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 2')

RETURi"T
ENDIF
lVI2==()y12/2)*2
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C CALCULi\TE Z
C ======~===:==========

Z==DCMPLX(DCOS(T*FACTOR),DSIN(T*FACTOR))

C CALCULATE THE PADE TABLE
C ================================================

ARGO==DCMPLX(ATERM,O.OD+OO)
AOLD==FS(ARGO,XCO,TPRIME,BDEC,ICOLUMN,V,DL,XTWTWOB,XKl,XK2,

*X~L\T,XKDET,XM,XLAM,XKP,XCATTAO,FXNNUMB,IXFT,XGAP)/TWO

ARGI==F~~CTOR

A==FS(DCNIPLX(ATERL\1,ARGI),XCO,TPRIME,BDEC,ICOLUMN,V,DL,
*XTWTvVOB,XKl,XK2,XKAT,XKDET,XM,XLAM,XKP,XCATTAO,FXNNUNlB,I

XFT,
*XGl\P)

C INITIi\.LIZE THE TABLE ENTRIES
C ----------------------------

D(O)==AOLD
WORIZ(O)==ZERO
WORK(l)==A/AOLD
D(l)==-WORK(l)
AOLD==~L\

C CALCULATE SUCCESSIVE DIAGONALS OF THE TABLE
C -------------------------------------------

DO 10 J==2,M2

C INITIALIZE CALCULATION OF THE DIAGONAL
C --------------------------------------

OLD2==WORK(O)
OLDI ==vVORK(l)
ARGI==ARGI+FACTOR

i\==FS(DCMPLX(ATERlV1,ARGI),XCO,TPRIME,BDEC,ICOLUMN,V,DL,
*XTWTWOB,XKl,XK2,XKAT,XlillET,XNI,XLAlvl,XKP,XCATTAO,FXNNU1tlB,I

XFT,
*XGAP)

C CALCULATE NEXT TERNI i\ND SUM OF POvVER SERIES
C -------------------------------------------

WORK(O)==ZERO
WORK(l )==A/AOLD
i\OL·D==A

C C~;\LCULi\TE DIi-\GONAL USING THE RHONIBUS RULES
C ------------------------------------------



C
C

C
C

C
C

20

C
C

DO 20 1==2,J
OLl)3==OLD2
OLD2==OLDI
OLDl==WORI«(I)

QUO'TIENT-DIFFERENCE ALGORITHM RULES

IF((I/2)*2.EQ.I) THEN
I EVEN: DIFFERENCE FORM

WORK(I)==OLD3+(WORK(I-l)-OLD2)
ELSE

I ODD: QUOTIENT FORM

WORK(I)==OLD3*(WORK(I-1)/OLD2)
END IF

CONTINUE

SAVE CONT~TUEDFRi\CTION COEFFICIENTS
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INITIALIZE REClJRRENCE RELl\.TIONS

D(J)==-\A10RK(J)
10 CONTINUE

C EVALUATE, CONTINUED FRACTION
C
C
C

AOLD2==D(O)
AOLDl==D(O)
BOLD2==ONE
BOLD1==ONE+(D(1)*Z)

C USE RECURRENCE RELATIONS
C ------------------------

DO 30 J==2,M2
A==AOLD 1+D(J)*Z*AOLD2
AOLD2==AOLDI
AOLDl==A
B==BOLDI +D(J)*Z*BOLD2
BOLD2==BOLDI
BOLDl==B

30 CONTINUE

C RESULT OF QUOTIENT-DIFFERENCE ALGORITHJ\;I
C ==============================================================================

RESULT==DBLE(A/B)



C CALC1}LATE REQUIRED APPROXIMi\TE INVERSE
C =~=~======~===========================

C=DEXP(ATERL\1*T)*RESULT/BIGT
RETURN
END

123
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San1ple input file, BIOFRi\C.inp:

1.0E+l xeo: INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF BACTERIA '(NI/L**3)
5.0E+3 TPRIME: DURATION OF CONSTANT INPUT FOR HEAVISIDE (T)
1.OE+4 BDEC: EXPONENTIAL RISE OR DECAY CONSTANT
5.0E+0 V: GROUNDWATER VELOCITY (L/T)
5.0E-l AL.P: DISPERSIVITY (L)
5.0E-4 XTWOB: FRACTURE APERTURE (L)
10 NFL: FRACTURE LENGTH (L)
2.0E+O XFW: FRACTURE WIDTH(L)
5.0E-6 XCW: BACTERIAL CELL WIDTH (L)
5.0E-6 XCL: BACTERIAL CELL LENGTH (L)
5.0E-6 XCH: BACTERIAL CELL HEIGHT (L)
1.OE-I3 XCMASS: MASS OF ONE BACTERIAL CELL (M/CELL)
2 NLL: NUMBER OF BIOFILM LAYERS ON A SINGLE FRACTURE WALL
3.0E-O XKl: ADSORPTION CONSTANT(l/T)
6.0E+0 XK2: DESORPTION CONSTANT(I/T)
4.0E+O XKDET: DETACHMENT CONSTi\NT (liT)
1.0E+O XKAT: ATTi\CHNIENT CONSTi\NT (liT)
O.OE-O XNIAX: GROWTH CONST (liT)
O.OE-O XLAM: DECAY CONSTANT OF Bi\CTERI-LL\ (liT)
I.OE-5 XKP: IRREVERSIBLE ADSORPTION CONSTANT (IlL)
O.OE+O BKS: SAT1.JRATION COEFFICIENT (M/L**3)
I.OE+O BS: CONCENTRATION OF SUBSTRATE (NI/L**3)
1.000E-6 ERROR:
0.000000 ALPH4A.:
0.799930 'IFACT:
16 NTERl\1:
O.OE+O TSTART: STARTING TI~fE

5.0E+3 TSTOP: STOP TIME (DAY)
100 NT: NUMBER OF TIME POINTS
IXFT: 1- CO ; 2- REAVISIDE ; 3- EXP DECAY; 4- EXP RISE



Saluple output file, BIOFRAC.out:

ACCUMULATrON OF BACTERIA IN FRACTURED MEDIA: C YS. T
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Dispersivity (1) == .50000

Dispersion coefficient (1**2/t) == 2.50000

Fracture apertltre

Fracure length

(1) ==

(1) ==

.00050

00010

Rate-limited adsorption constant (l/t) == 3.00000

Rate-limited desorption constant (l/t) == 6.00000

Detachment constant

Attachment constant

(l/t) == 4.00000

(l/t) == 1.00000

Nlaxin1um gro\vth rate of bacteria (l/t) == .00000

Decay constant of bacteria (l/t) == .00000

Irreversible adsorption constant (l/t) == .00001

Dllration of the experiment (l/t) == 5000.00000

1t\verage conc. along fract. @svvitc11 (l/t) == .99926

Average sorbed conc. @svvitch (l/t) == .49963

Svvitch Time (XGAP)

F(T)==CO

(l/t) == 2200.00000

I CONC. TIl\1E
*******************************************************

1 .500OE+02 .9924E-06
2 .10OOE+03 .9928E-06
"') .1500E+03 .9932E-06.)

4 .2000E+03 .9936E-06
) .2500E+03 .9940E-06
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6 .3000E+03 .9943E-06
7-. .3500E+03 .9946E-06
8 .4000E+03 .9949E-06
9 .4500E+03 .9952E-06
10 .5000E+03 .9955E-06
11 .5500E+03 .9957E-06
12 .6000E+03 .9960E-06
13 .6500E+03 .9962E-06
14 .7000E+03 .9969E-06
15 .7500E+03 .9995E-06
16 .8000E+03 .1011E-05
17 .8500E+03 .1057E-05
18 .9000E+03 .1208E-05
19 .9500E+03 .1646E-05
20 .1000E+04 .2779E-05
21 .1050E+04 .5427E-05
22 .1100E+04 .1110E-04
23 .1150E+04 .2239E-04
24 .1200E+04 .4341E-04
25 .1250E+04 .8034E-04
26 .1300E+04 .1420E-03

99
100

.4950E+04

.5000E+04
.9992E+00
.9993E+00

Sample plot file, BIOFRAC.plt:

ACCUMULATION OF BACTERIA IN FRACTURED MEDIA: CICO VS. T
100 0

.5000E+02 .9924E-06

.1000E+03 .9928E-06

.1500E+03 .9932E-06

.4750E+04 .9987E+00

.4800E+04 .9988E+00

.4850E+04 .9989E+00

.4900E+04 .9991E+00

.4950E+04 .9992E+00
.5000E+04 .9993E+00
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APPENDIXB

COMPARISON OF OGATA-BANKS SOLUTION TO PHASE I

AND NON-HOMOGENOUS OGATA-BANKS SOLUTION TO

PHASE II

B.l Comparison of Ogata Banks Solution and the code OG.LL\TA to Phase I

solution and the code BIOFRL\C

In order to develop a differe11tial eqllation to aCCOllnt for transport of sollltes in porous

media, a flllX of solllte into a11d Ollt of a ±l)(ed \!Olllll1e element is considered. i\.dvection and

hydrodynamic dispersion are the physical processes that control this flux. The principal

equation that descirbes these processes is called the advection-dispersion eqllation. The 011e

din1ensional form of the advection-dispersion eqllation for transpoli of soilltes in satllrated,

homogenolls, isotropic, steady-state, llniform flovv is (Freeze et aI., 1979):

a2 C DC DC
D--v-==-

o.-x:: 2 AX at

(B.1)



v ac
ax D a~"'(
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\v11ere D coefficient of hydrodYI1anlic dispersion, c is concentration of soIllte, v is velocity, x is

linear coordinate direction takeI1 aloI1g the flow line and t is time. The initial and boundary

conditions are:

(B.2)

(B.3)

c(co,t)==O

(B.4)

where Co is the initial SOllrce concentration.

The eqllation, bOllndary conditions and t11e soilltion were presented by Ogata and Banl(s

in 1961. Thus the soilltion is referred to as the Ogata-Banks sollltion.

Eqllation B.1 is a non homogenolls, partial differential equation. In order to eliminate

the time derivative Laplace transform can be llsed. The application of Laplace transform resllits

In:

pc -c(x,O)
=-----

D

(B.5)
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c(O,p)=~
p

(B.6)

c(oo,p)==o

(B.7)

vvhere cis the concentration in Laplace space and p is t11e Laplace variable. If eqllation B.2 is

sllbmitted into eqllation B.5, the reslliting eqllation in standard form is:

a2e _~ ae _E e= 0
ax D ax D

(B.8)

which is an ordinary differential equation with the soilltion:

_( ) { [vx ~24p x]} { [vx !v
2

4p x]lc x p ==A exp -+ -+-- +B exp ---,/-+--
, I.. 2D D 2 D 2 2D V D 2 D 2 J

(B.9)

\vhere A and B are integration constants that can be found by Sllbstitllting eqllations B.6 and

B.7 into eqllation B.9. The reslliting soilltion in Laplace space is:



c If [vx ~ X]}
ZO =: prxp

2D -~J52+D2

(B. 10)

In order to verify the analytical solution for Phase I, the sollltion is compared to

equation B.lO. The Phase I solution presented is:

( ) -( J [v--Jv 2

+ 4Da J}C x, p = f p1exp x 2D

(B. II )

vvhere

(B.12)

In case of advection-dispersion eqllation, the additional processes in Phase I do not

exist. ThllS irreversible adsorption, decay, growth, rate-limited adsorption and rate-limited

desorption constants are set to zero which reslllts in:

a==p

(B.13)
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\tVllen B.l3 is Sllbstitllted into eqllation B.Il and tIle source flInction is set to constant

source cncentration , that is:

J(p)= c(O,p)=~
p

(B.I4)

the eqllation B.Il becomes:

Co r [V-~Vl+4DPJ}c(x,p)= P1exp x 2D

(B.I5)

which is exactl~y the same eqllation as eqllation B.II.

Follo'vving the verification of the analytical sollltion, eqllation B.Il is coded llsing

Fortran 77. The breakthrough cllrves, using the codes OGATA and BIOFRAC, are generated

llsing the flo'vving parameters:

Constant source concentration 50 gr m-3

Groundwater velocity 5.0 ill day-1

I

Dispersivity IO.sm



I Duratio~ .

Table B.1 Input data

16.5 days

1
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The irreversible adsorption, grovvth, decay, rate-limited adsorption and rate-limited

desorptioll coefficients are set to zero in code BIOFRAC. The reslliting tvvo breakthrough

clIrves shovv perfect agreement with each other, which verifies that the code BIOFRAC (FiglIre

3.1).

B.2 Comparison of Non-Homogenous Ogata Banks Solution and the code

NHOGAT.LL\ to Phase II solution and the code BIOFR~CII

Phase II soilltion is a n011-homogenolls partial differential eqllation since the initial

conditions for sorbed and aqueolls phases are not zero. In order to make the advection-

dispersion eqllation (B. 1), a non-homogenolls eqllation for verification purposes, the initial

condition (B.2) has to change to:

c(x,o) == S

(B.16)

where S is an arbitrary concentration value. The advection-dispersion eqllation in Laplace

space 1S:



pc - cex,o) a2c v ac
----=-----

'D ax D ax

(B.17)

as presented before. WIlen eqllation B.16 is Sllbstitllted into eqllation B.17, the reslliting

eqllation is:

8 2c v 8c p _ S
-------c =--
ax D ax D D

(B. IS)

vvhich is a non-homogenolls differential eqllation that can be solved llsing the method of

variation of parameters. The general solution in Laplace space is:

s f [1 V-~V2 +4Dp 1
1

' { (1 V+~V2 +4Dp ]}
c(x,p)=-+Ejexp - x ,~+F eXPl- x

p L 2 D )J 2 D

(B.19)

where E and Fare inegration constants. vVhen the bOllndary conditions are applied, the final

soilltion is:

_( ) S Co - S{ [1 v - ~V2 + 4Dp ]}c x, p =- + exp - x
p p 2 D

(B.20)
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, In order to verify the allalytical solution for Phase II, the solution is compared to

eqtlation B.20. The Phase II soilltion presented is:

-( ) ¢ -¢+J(p'YJ {1(V-~V2-4De)}c .X,p =-+ exp - x
8 8 2 D

(B.2l)

() = I-i - A _ p __2 __p_k_at__

2b P - )1 + A + k det

(B.22)

(B.23)

where

(B.25)

In case ofnon-homogenolls advection-dispersion equation, the additional processes ill

Phase II do not exist. ThllS decay, gro\vth, attachment and detachment constants are set to zero

\vhich results in:
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(B.26)

rjJ == -c r

(B.27)

vVhen B.25 and B.26 are Sllbstitllted into equation B.2l and the SOllrce function is set to

constant SOllrce concentration, that is:

J(p) = c(O, p)=~
p

(B.27)

the eqllation B.2l becomes:

_( )' _ C r C r + Co {I (v - -Jv2 - 4De) }
C )(,p - - + exp - x

p p 2 D

(B.28)

vvhich is exactly the same equation as equation B.20.

Following the verification of the analytical sollltion, eqllation B.20 is coded llsing

Fortran 77. Similarly, Phase II sollltion B.2l is coded separately and named BIOFRACII. 'The

breal<throllgh Cllrves" llsing the codes NtIOGATA and BIOFRACII, are generated llsing the

t10\ving parameters:
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Constant source concentration 50 gr m-3 I

Grollndwater velocity 5.0 m day-l
I

Dispersivity 0.5 m

Dllration 6.5 days

C1 == S == Value that makes the equations non-homoge11ol1s 10

Table B.2 Input data

The irreversible adsorption, growth, decay, attachment and detacrnnent coefficients are

set to zero in code BIOFRACII. The reslllting two breakthrollgh Cllrves show perfect agreelnent

vvith each other, which verifies that the code BIOFRi\C (Figllre 3.2).


